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Inter-linkages and causal relationships between US
andBRIC equitymarkets: Anempirical investigation

Amanjot Singh *, Manjit Singh
University School of Applied Management, Punjabi University, Patiala, Punjab 147002, India

a b s t r a c t

The US and BRIC economies are sharing increasing trade as well as financial linkages since

the last decade. In this regard, the present study attempts to capture long run and short run

inter-linkages and causal relationships between the US and BRIC equity markets during

different time frames, i.e., pre-crisis, crisis and post-crisis periods. The study employs

Johansen cointegration, VAR, VECM, Toda-Yamamoto’s Granger causality, generalized

impulse responses, and variance decompositionmodels to account for the said linkages. For

the full sample period analysis, Gregory–Hansen cointegration and Diebold and Yilmaz’s

(2011) spillover index approaches are also employed. Overall, the results report changing

market dynamics and partial integration across the years 2004–2014.
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1. Introduction

The important issues in stock market integration are price discovery and return-volatility spillover effects due to increasing
financial flows across foreign boundaries. Price discovery is the process by which a market attempts to react and reach its
equilibriumprice level in the short and long run (Booth, So, & Tse, 1999; Sehgal, Ahmad, &Deisting, 2015). The dynamic version of
this price discovery process also describes how information produced in one-equity market transmits across the other equity
markets owing to increasing trade and financial linkages among the foreign economies. An understanding of spillover or
contagion effects support construction of optimal international portfolios and management of risks thereon. In short, the
dynamics of price spillover effects support price prediction and arbitrage trading strategies to the market participants (Dimpfl &
Jung, 2012; Pati & Rajib, 2011). Additionally, information about volatility spillover effects is also found to be helpful for option
pricing, portfolio optimization, computation and management of value-at-risk, and risk hedging (Aragó & Salvador, 2011).

According to the strong form of Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH), stock markets reflect and discount every type of available
and relevant information in stock prices. However, in practical scenarios, stockmarkets are not found to be efficient in reflecting
every typeof information, i.e. past, presentand futureowing to informationasymmetryandcertainbehavioral aspects attached to
the market participants. It is well documented that past events also have an impact on current stock prices. In addition to this,
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cross market past events also have an impact on domestic stock prices, thereby making the markets inefficient and establishing
lead–lag relationships. These cross market events further make the international equity markets to witness co-movement or
greater degreeof interdependenceamong themselvesunderminingdiversificationbenefits. Harvey (1995) thus suggests inclusion
of emergingmarket asset classes in an internationally diversified investment portfolio because the lattermarkets donot correlate
strongly with developedmarkets and further have little exposure to global risk factors (see also, Carrieri, Errunza, & Hogan, 2007;
Lagoarde-Segot & Lucey, 2007; Lehkonen & Heimonen, 2014; Singh & Singh, 2016; Wuthisatian, 2014; etc.).

BRIC is a geopolitical, economic collection of Brazil, Russia, India and China; the most promising emerging markets’ group.
Owing to increasing economic ties within the bloc and with the mature markets, the decoupling hypothesis amongst the
respective economies is under scanner. The unprecedented US financial crisis led to significant damage to investors’ confidence
across theworldwidemarkets.During the turbulent timeperiod, i.e. fromSeptember 2008 toearlyMarch2009, theUSstockmarket
fell by 43 percent and those in emergingmarkets witnessed a drastic fall of around 50 percent, and further frontier stockmarkets
alsowitnessed a substantial fall of around 60 percent (see, Samarakoon, 2011; Zouhair, Lanouar, &Ajmi, 2014). This clearly depicts
the impactof thesaid financial crisisonother international economies.Moreover, according to IMF (April, 2014), emergingmarkets
with higher exposure to volatile capital flows and current account deficits or fiscal imbalances, are likely to bemore vulnerable to
global financial shocks. Consequently, our objective is to capture inter-linkages and causal relationships between the US-BRIC
equitymarkets during different time frames concerning the recent US financial crisis. Additionally, ever since the financial crisis,
there has been a significant increase in equity asset allocations to the emerging markets, so, studies relating to equity market
linkages holds an important place in financial economics (IMF CPIS, October 2014).

Fig. 1 reports graphical presentation of market capitalization of listed domestic companies as a percentage of GDP of the
respective US-BRIC1 economies. A very high value (generally above 100) indicates over-valuation of the concerned market. High
market capitalization values in the US, Brazil, China and India during 2007–2008, spotlight buoyancy in the respective stock
markets before the emergence of the global financial crisis. However, after this point, a significant decline in these values can be
observed due to the emergence of the US financial crisis. Moreover, the time-varying movement of the market capitalization
pattern point out toward strong co-movement among the respective equity markets, making a strong case for dynamic
interactionsamongthesaidmarkets. Interestingly, since the financial crisis,market capitalizationhasevensurpassed itsprevious
highest level with respect to the US economy. Seemingly, the present study employs Johansen Cointegration, Vector
Autoregression (VAR) and Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) approaches. The said approaches are widely used by the
researchers in order to account for causal linkages among themarkets (for instance, Dekker, Sen, & Young, 2001; Masih &Masih,
2001; Royfaizal, Lee, & Azali, 2007; Singh & Kaur, 2016; Valadkhani & Chancharat, 2008; etc.).

Themodels are capable of studying the impact andmagnitude of past events on current conditional returns. They also capture
the speed and direction with which one variable respond to innovations in another variable. Apart these approaches, Granger
causality test, generalized impulse responses, and variance decomposition analysis (VDA) models are also employed accounting
for short run dynamic interactions among the concerned variables. Overall, the results report significant long run and short run
dynamic interactions among the US-BRIC equity markets during different time horizons thereby impacting the degree of market
integration over the years. The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 reports relevant literature review, Section 3
highlights rationale andobjectives of the study, Section4 reports empirical frameworkpart, Section 5 discusses empirical findings
and lastly Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Relevant literature review

Investors allocating a part of their portfolio in internationally diversified emerging markets’ portfolios enjoy increased ex-ante
portfolio returns with managed increase in risk (Syriopoulos, Makram, & Boubaker, 2015). According to Wang and Ye (2016),
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Fig. 1 – Market capitalization of listed domestic companies (% of GDP).
Source: IMF data.

1

The market capitalization values with respect to the Russian economy are available with effect from 2009 only.
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Harvey’s (1995) recommendation has prompted a growing body of research on comprehending degree of global financial
integration in emerging equity markets. In a partially integrated market structure, the expected returns are function of global as
well as local risk factors further having an impact on different asset allocation decisions and risk-return relationship in the said
markets (Karolyi & Stulz, 2002). There are three different possible scenarios in this case; when capital markets are partially
segmented, both local andworld risk factors influence asset returns in equilibrium;whenmarkets are fully integrated then global
risk factors influence asset returns;whereaswhen themarkets are found to be fully segmented or independent then asset returns
aregreatly influencedby local risk factors only.Consequently, co-movementamongdifferent equityasset classes is expected tobe
lower in order to garner diversification benefits: advocated byMarkowitz (1952).When themarkets are perfectly integrated, then
the arbitrage opportunities are hard to exist.

The stock markets are regarded as perfectly integrated when assets with perfectly correlated returns commands same price,
irrespective of the trading location (Palamalai, Kalaivani, & Devakumar, 2013; Stulz, 1981). But in practical scenarios, the degree of
integration varies over a period of time, especially during a crisis period. During a crisis like event, themarkets are generally found
to be highly integrated. A voluminous literature supports greater degree of integration in developedmarkets, whereas the case is
different for the emergingmarkets, wherein the lattermarkets are found to be partially segmented (Abid, Kaabia, & Guesmi, 2014;
Adler & Qi, 2003; Bekaert & Harvey, 1995; Cheung & Mak, 1992; Lamba, 2005; Wang & Liu, 2016; etc.). This partial segmentation
between the emerging andmature equitymarkets favors construction of internationally diversified portfolios having stocks from
the emerging equity markets.

Arshanapalli, Doukas, and Lang (1995) documented that the “cointegrating structure” that ties the U.S. and the Asian stock
market movements increased substantially ever since October 1987. The authors also reported that the Asian equitymarkets are
less integrated with the Japanese equity market compared to the U.S. market. On a similar note, Chen, Firth, and Rui (2002)
investigateddynamic interdependenceof themajor stockmarkets in LatinAmerica i.e., Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,Mexico
and Venezuela by employing cointegration and error correction models. Overall, the results reported the existence of one
cointegrating vector, thereby suggesting limited diversification benefits attached to different Latin Americanmarkets in the long
run. Cheng and Glascock (2006) investigated stockmarket linkages between the US and three stockmarkets of China, Hong Kong,
and Taiwan, before and after the 1997 Asian financial crisis. The Granger causality results indicated increased feedback
relationships between the saidmarkets in the post-crisis period. Additionally, results from variance decomposition analysis also
suggest that stock markets are more responsive to shocks emanating from foreign markets after the crisis.

Diamandis (2009) examined long-run relationships between four Latin American stock markets (Argentina, Brazil, Chile and
Mexico) and the US using VAR frameworks. The results reported that there is one long-run cointegrating relationship among the
five equity markets; however, there are still small long-run diversification benefits due to slow adjustments to these common
trends. Menon, Subha, and Sagaran (2009) investigated linkages between the Indian subcontinent and major stock markets of
China, Singapore, America, and Hong Kong by employing Engle-Granger test of cointegration. The results evidenced that the
Indianequitymarket is related to someof theundertakenmarkets in the long run.Using regime-switching cointegration tests and
Monte Carlo simulation approach, Kenourgios and Samitas (2011) examined long-run relationships among five Balkan emerging
stock markets (Turkey, Romania, Bulgaria, Croatia, and Serbia), the US and three developed European markets (UK, Germany,
Greece). The results provide evidence in favor of the existenceof commonstochastic trendsbetween theBalkanemergingmarkets
within the region and globally.

Recently, Singh and Kaur (2015) investigated stockmarket linkages between the US, India and China, especially during the US
subprime crisis by employing tri-variate vector autoregression approach. The results reported that there is uni-directional
causality running from the USmarket to the Indian and Chinesemarket and from the Chinesemarket to the Indianmarket in the
short run. A large number of studies have examined long run as well as short run linkages among emerging and mature equity
markets.However, studies relating to emergingequitymarketsarequite limitedand that toowitha special focusoncrisis andpost
crisis periods. Accordingly, long run linkages have an impact on portfolio diversification benefits in the long run. Similarly, short
run linkages seek to understanddynamic interactions andbehavior of crossmarket fluctuations in different countries in the short
run. It is quite obvious that a crisis like event further has an impact on the degree of integration among the markets.

Our study contributes to the literature in three senses; firstly, thepresent study employs relatively longer andmore recent time
period ranging from 2004 to 2014; secondly, different econometric models are employed in order to capture long and short run
causality linkages among themarkets across different time horizons, i.e. pre-crisis, crisis and post-crisis period in amultivariate
framework; lastly, the study considers US-BRIC equity markets, whereby the BRIC equity markets are regarded as the most
promising emerging markets’ group. These time-varying linkages account for varying degrees of market integration among the
US-BRIC equity markets.

3. Rationale and objectives

The present study attempts to understand both long run aswell as short run linkages between theUS-BRIC equitymarkets during
different time horizons, i.e. pre-crisis period, crisis period and post-crisis period in amultivariate framework. In other words, our
focus is on the behavior of stock market integration between US-BRIC markets in the wake of US subprime crisis (2007–2009). To
date, numerous studies have tried to capture inter-linkages and causal relationships between the US-BRIC equitymarket returns
andvolatility (for instance, Ahmad, Sehgal, & Bhanumurthy, 2013; Bhar&Nikolova, 2009; Bianconi, Yoshino,&Machadode Sousa,
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2013; Kenourgios, Samitas, & Paltalidis, 2011; Syriopoulos et al., 2015; Xu&Hamori, 2012; etc.). However, our objective is to capture
both long runand short run firstmoment, i.e. stockmarket returns’ linkages among theUS-BRICequitymarkets across a relatively
longer period of time concerning the financial crisis period and in a single interaction framework.

Moreover, post crisis period (from 2009) is marked by the existence of increasing flows to the emerging markets in
the wake of unconventional monetary policy initiatives undertaken in major emerged markets. So, it is quite pertinent
to account for the said linkages among these economically important economies during different time horizons. Both
economic as well as financial integrations are increasing between the respective BRIC economies. The efforts undertaken in
the context of ‘BRICS Bank’, infrastructure funding, trade initiatives, etc. are surely adding up to market integration
phenomenon. Our study is a one stop shop covering both long run and short run linkages among the respective US-BRIC
economies in a much more calibrated and comprehensive manner considering different time horizons and econometric
models. The results bear strong implications for international portfolio managers in their act of managing portfolios and
asset allocation decisions.

4. Empirical framework

There are basically two main approaches for measuring cross border financial linkages: (i) price-based approach and (ii)
volume-based approach (Lane, 2014). Under price-based approach, correlations in asset prices and financial market returns are
captured across the countries. To note, the price-based approach is relatively silent on the extent of international financial
flows required to generate the said co-movements. However, on the other hand, volume-based approach accounts for
international financial flows as well as international investment positions to capture cross border financial linkages. Further,
price-based approach can be demarcated into two different perspectives, i.e. asset pricing perspective and statistical
perspective (Abbes & Trichilli, 2015; Naranjo & Aris, 1997). As per the first perspective, if different stock markets are perfectly
integrated then the securities exposed to similar type of risk factors command similar prices across the concerned markets
(Naranjo & Aris, 1997). However, this phenomenon reduces potential diversification benefits arising out of international
portfolios. The second perspective suggests that owing to integration,markets tend tomove together and share stable, long run
equilibrium relationship with short run dynamic adjustments thereon (Cheng, 2000). Thus, a proper understanding of stock
market integration holds an utmost important place for the potential investors. The existence of a long run stochastic trend
among the variables does not undermine diversification benefits all abruptly because adjustment forces react quite slowly to
restore the equilibrium path (Hyde, Bredin, & Nguyen, 2007). So, considerable evidences report short run dynamic interactions
among the international markets through static and dynamic correlation coefficients highlighting portfolio diversification
benefits.

Studies relating to stock market linkages attempt to capture long run stochastic trends through cointegration analysis and
further short run interactions among the undertaken markets by specifically working on first as well as second moments. To
explore linkages and causal relationships, the present study employs benchmark stock market indices of the respective
nations. A respective broader stock market index reflects a combination of different sectors of the concerned economy. The
stock market indices used for the purpose of analysis are NIFTY (for India), BOVESPA (for Brazil), RTS (for Russia), SSE Shanghai
Composite Index (for China) and S&P 500 (for the US). Daily closing local values of the respective benchmark indices are used
for the purpose of analysis, ranging from 01/01/2004 to 30/11/2014; relatively longer period of time. The source of data is
Bloomberg and Yahoo2 financial databases as per availability of data on a continuous basis. The respective common trading
days are taken into consideration. The time period is special with respect to its coverage of pre-crisis, crisis and post global
financial crisis period events. As per the Business Cycle Dating Committee of the National Bureau of Economic Research
(2010), the recovery from the US crisis started from June 2009. Seemingly, the sub-prime crisis lasted for around two years on
an average; further inspired from Bekaert, Ehrmann, Fratzscher, and Mehl (2011). So, for the purpose of analysis, the present
study considers; 1st JANUARY 2004–30th JUNE 2007 as pre-crisis period; 1st JULY 2007–30th JUNE 2009 as crisis period; 1st JULY
2009–30th NOVEMBER 2014 as post crisis period. The study employs different econometric models comprising, Johansen
cointegration, VECM, VAR, Granger causality, Toda-Yamamoto’s Granger causality, generalized impulse responses and VDA
models.

4.1. Long run linkages

Thepresent study employs Johansen cointegrationapproach to account for long run co-movement andcausal linkagesamong the
variables in amultivariate framework. The saidmodel is found tobe anappropriatemodel analyzing short runand long run causal
relationships among the variables in question; evidenced from literature. It may be noted that for the application of Johansen
approach, the variables are required to be integrated of order one, i.e. the same should be non stationary at level, but becomes
stationary after taking first difference. The Johansen method is a maximum likelihood approach based on two likelihood test
statistics as proposed by Johansen (1991, 1995). The said approach provides two alternate test statistics to examine cointegration
allowing for intercept and trend in cointegrating equations: the Trace Test and the Maximum Eigenvalue Test. Under the Trace

2

We have duly cross-checked the dataset (Chinese equity market) by comparing it with the available dataset from Bloomberg.
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test, the null hypothesis is there is no cointegrating vector (h0:r=0). whereas the alternative hypothesis of cointegration is n
cointegrating vectors (h1:r>0). TheMaximumEigenvalue test, tests thenull hypothesis that thenumber of cointegrating vectors is
equal to r, whereas the alternative hypothesis tests the number of cointegrating vectors as r>1.

ltraceðrÞ ¼ �T
Xn
i¼rþ1

lnð1� l^
i Þ (1)

lmaxðr; rþ 1Þ ¼ �T ln 1� l^
rþ1

� �
(2)

where r=number of cointegrating vectors and l^
i is the estimated eigenvalue from the ab0 matrices, T is the number of usable

observations. The Johansen test of cointegration requires that the lag lengths shouldbeappropriateandconsequently, thepresent
study uses Akaike’s information criterion values (AIC) to ascertain the lag lengths by employing VAR models at level across
different time frames. The method finds out the cointegrating vectors, which are further appended into VAR models, imposing
certain restrictions known as VECM approach. The VECM model analyzes both short run as well as long run equilibrium
relationships among the variables undertaken. The existence of a cointegrating vector exhibits the existence of a long run
equilibrium relationship among the markets. The VECM equation is defined as follows:

Dxt ¼
Xp�1

i¼1

piDxt�i þ ab0ut�1 þ �t (3)

where xt is a non stationary series in its first differentiation (stock indices), pi is a matrix of coefficients, a is the speed of
adjustment parameter, p is the lag order of the first differenced series, b0 is cointegrating vector, u is the lagged error correction
term and et is the residual term; as in Enders (2014). The residual terms should not be autocorrelated, however, the same can be
cross correlated to an extent. In a formal sense, E(et)=0 and Eðete0tÞ ¼ V, with V as a symmetric matrix of variance-covariance,
definite positive (Rejeb & Boughrara, 2015). Under VECM, an endogenous variable is a function of its own lagged values as well as
laggedvaluesofothervariables.Apart fromthis, error correction termsalso factored into theequations toascertaindisequilibrium
adjustments. The cointegrating vector ascertains long run causality relationship between themarkets,whereas the coefficients of
respective error correction terms indicate the speed of adjustments in the event of any disequilibrium. However, if the results
report non-existence of any cointegrating vectors, then the VARmodel is employed to capture short run dynamic linkages among
the endogenous variables.

4.2. Short run linkages

Non-existence of common stochastic trends further pertains to the application ofmodels capturing short run linkages. The study
employsunrestrictedVARmodels to account for the same. Itmust be remembered that the coefficientmatrixpi, (as in Eq. (3)), also
captures short run dynamic interactions among the variables. Sims (1980) proposed aVARmodel to capture dynamic interactions
among the endogenous variables. Under the unrestricted VAR framework, a dependent variable is a function of its own lagged
values as well as lagged values of other variables only. The variables are required to be stationary, so, daily continuously
compounding gross index returns are used for the said purpose: Rt=Ln (Pt/Pt�1)*100, where Rt is daily gross index return, Pt is
current day’s closing price and Pt�1 is previous day’s closing price. Say, there are two variables Y1 and Y2, the VARmodel equation
shall be defined as follows:

Y1;t ¼ c1 þA1;1Y1;t�1 þA1;2Y2;t�1 þ e1;t
Y2;t ¼ c2 þA2;1Y1;t�1 þA2;2Y2;t�1 þ e2;t

(4)

where Yi is a k�1 vector of the endogenous variables (stock market returns), ci is a k�1 vector that represents the constant term
(i=1, 2), Ai is a k�k coefficient matrix (for every i=1, 2) and et is a k�1 vector representing the residual terms at time t. The Ai
coefficients capture dynamic (lagged) impact of endogenousvariables, i.e. lagged impact of domestic aswell as international stock
market returns on current conditional returns. The error terms are expected to bewhite noise. The joint significant tests under F-
statistics framework help in accounting for short run causality dynamic relationships between the variables. The short run
dynamics are studied under three different frameworks; Toda–Yamamoto’s Granger causality, generalized impulse response
functions (GIRF) and VDA. All of these tests are important part/branches of VECM/VAR models as the case may be.

Under the Granger causality test, when past values (lagged) of one variable help in predicting future values of another variable,
then the former variable is said to be granger causing the latter. TheGranger causality test ascertains the exogenous quality of the
endogenous variables by the application of joint significance tests on the coefficients of the latter variables in the equation.
However, due to the existence of non-stationary series, the standardWald test statistic does not follow its usual asymptotic chi-
square distribution under the null of zero restrictions. Consequently, Toda and Yamamoto (1995)3 proposed estimation of an
augmented VARmodel without pre-testing the existence of any cointegrating vectors among the variables guaranteeing thereon

3

Itmaybenoted that the exact nature of Toda–Yamamoto’sGranger causality approach relating to its long runor short run instrument is
under debate. However, considering the ‘lagged’ impact of variables and daily indices’ values, it is quite reasonable to consider it as a short
run test accounting for dynamic linkages between the markets concerned.
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theasymptotic distributionof theWald test statistic. Initially, aVAR (p) process is estimatedwithout considering the integrationof
the series. The optimal lag lengths are determined throughAIC values. Then the estimation of the augmentedVAR (p+m)model is
done,wherem is themaximumorder of integrationdeterminedas per unit root analysis. The resultant analysis of thepast values’
impact of one variable on another assures asymptotic distribution of the Wald test statistic. So, in the present study, we employ
normal Granger non-causality tests in the event of non-existence of cointegrating vectors and Toda–Yamamoto’s Granger non-
causality approach in the event of cointegrated variables.

Due to the dynamic nature of theVECM/VAR,we can further comprehend the dynamicmovement of the variables,whenever a
shock is subjected to an error term in the system. Both GIRF and VDA capture response of an endogenous variable when a shock
equivalent to one standard deviation is subjected to a variable’s error term in the system. The impulse response functions capture
the response of variables towardone standarddeviation shock to theerror termsof other variables. However, in order to overcome
the problem of ordering of variables in structural impulse response functions, Pesaran and Shin (1998) proposed the generalized
version of the responses free from ordering requirements.

Xt ¼
Xp
j¼1

AjXt�j þ ut ¼
X1
j¼0

Fjut�j (5)

whereXt is anmx1 vector of the endogenousvariables andFj ¼ A1Fj�1 þ A2Fj�2 þ . . . þ ApFj�p; j ¼ 1;2; . . . is an infinitemoving
average representation of the VAR model. Let us denote the generalized impulse response function (G) for a shock to the entire
system, u0

t , as:

Gs ¼ E
XtþN

ut ¼ u0
t ;V

0
t�1

 !
� E

StþN

V
0
t�1

 !
(6)

whereV0
t�1 is the information set upto t�1. Assume ut � Nð0;SÞ and Eðut=ujt ¼ djÞ ¼ ðs1j;s2j; . . . ;smjÞ0s�1

jj dj, dj ¼ ðsjjÞ�1=2 denotes a
one standard error shock. Furthermore, ei is mx1, with ith element equal to one and all other elements equal to zero. The
generalized impulse response function for a one standard deviation shock to the ith equation in the VARmodel on the jth variable
at horizon N is defined as (Ewing & Wunnava, 2004; Singh, 2016):

Gij;N ¼ e0 jFNSei
siið Þ1=2

; i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m (7)

The GIRFs are non-linear estimations and are based on the idea of mean impulse response functions. The GIRFs providemore
robust results as compared to structural IRFs. The responses are drawn for the coming 10 days.

On a similar note, VDA approach exhibits thatwhen a shock is given to one variable, then that accounts forwhat percentage in
the forecastederrordistributionofanothervariableaswell asownvariable.The responsesaredrawnfor thecoming5days.Overall
the long run and first moment linkages are modeled as in Fig. 2.

5. Empirical findings and discussion

Fig. 3 reports the graphical presentation of the logged indices across the years 2004–2014. The highlighted portion clearly depicts
the impact of theUS subprime crisis on all of the BRIC equitymarkets. Therewas a sudden decrease in all of the BRIC stock indices
in response to the financial turmoil triggered in the US financial system.

A general view of the indices highlights the existence of some common forces that brings themarkets to co-movement over a
periodof time.Asmentionedearlier, for theapplicationof thecointegrationbasedmodels, the indicesare required tobe integrated
of order one (1), i.e., they should be non stationary at level, but becomes stationary after taking the first difference of the same. As
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Fig. 2 – Outline of long run and short run linkages among equity markets.
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expected, all of the US-BRIC equity indices are found to be integrated of order one at logged levels across different time frames.
Table 1 reports unconditional correlation coefficient results during different time frames at logged level.

During the pre-crisis period, co-movement between the US-Brazilian, US-Russian and US-Indian markets is found to be very
high, whereas co-movement between the US and Chinese equitymarkets is found to be the lowest amongst others. Interestingly,
co-movement of the Chinese equity market is also found to be relatively lower with the other BRIC markets. However, co-
movement between the US-Russian and US-Chinese markets increased during the crisis period. Moreover, integration of the
Chinese equity market with the other BRIC equity markets also increased during the crisis period. There has been a substantial
increase in correlationcoefficientsamong the lattermarketsduring thatperiod. Interestingly, correlationcoefficientsbetween the
US and other BRIC equity markets are observed to be negative in nature after the US financial crisis except for the Indian equity
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Fig. 3 – Graphical presentations of logged indices.
Source: Computed by the Authors.

Table 1 – Unconditional correlation coefficients.

Indices LogBovespa LogRTS LogNifty LogSSE LogSandP

Panel A: Pre-crisis period; Bovespa (Brazil), RTS (Russia), Nifty (India), SSE (China) and SandP (US)
LogBovespa 1.0000
LogRTS 0.9592 1.0000
LogNifty 0.9775 0.9740 1.0000
LogSSE 0.6442 0.6358 0.6065 1.0000
LogSandP 0.9586 0.9138 0.9535 0.7144 1.0000

Panel B: Crisis Period
LogBovespa 1.0000
LogRTS 0.9371 1.0000
LogNifty 0.9065 0.9072 1.0000
LogSSE 0.7341 0.7908 0.8347 1.0000
LogSandP 0.8357 0.9472 0.8628 0.8178 1.0000

Panel C: Post-Crisis Period
LogBovespa 1.0000
LogRTS 0.5775 1.0000
LogNifty �0.2556 �0.1697 1.0000
LogSSE 0.6891 0.2473 �0.4535 1.0000
LogSandP �0.5830 �0.1984 0.8382 �0.7405 1.0000

Panel: D Full Sample Period
LogBovespa 1.0000
LogRTS 0.7982 1.0000
LogNifty 0.9144 0.7315 1.0000
LogSSE 0.7713 0.6894 0.6414 1.0000
LogSandP 0.2849 0.4630 0.5622 0.1462 1.0000

Source: Computed by the Authors; analyses done at logged level of indices.
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market. This means that barring the Indian equity market, the rest of the BRIC equity markets are found to be favorable in the
context of lower co-movementwith theUSequitymarket.On theotherhand, co-movement between the Indianand the rest of the
BRIC equitymarkets is also negative in nature since the financial crisis period. So, amongst the BRIC economies, the Indian equity
market is found to be a segmented or independent market ever since the crisis period. Lastly, when we consider the correlation
coefficients during the full sample period, then the results report another interesting stance that co-movement between the US-
Russia andUS-India is found tobehigher as compared toUS-Brazil andUS-China. Co-movementamongst theBRIC equitymarkets
is also positive in nature, whereby an increase in one market is followed by another market and vice versa. These unconditional
correlation coefficients provide an important understanding of degree of integration among the US-BRIC equity markets during
different time frames. It is pertinent tomention that these correlation coefficients arenot robust innature, but generally are found
to be quite informative in analyzing the extent of linkages among the variables undertaken.

5.1. Long run co-movement

Now,wemove on to Johansen cointegrationmodel results in amultivariate framework (Table 2). During the pre-crisis period, the
results reporta commonstochastic trendamong theUS-BRICequitymarkets. Itmeans thatduring thepre-crisisperiod therewasa
long run co-movement among the said markets.4

The pre-crisis time period or great moderation period witnessed a substantial increase in financial flows from emerged to the
developing economies in the wake of risk premiums. However, during the crisis period, we could not find an evidence of long run
co-movement or common stochastic trend among the variables undertaken. This further supports the existence of short run
dynamic interactions among the US-BRIC equity markets during that period. During the post crisis period, the results report the
existence of a common stochastic trend among the US-BRIC equity markets. Only the Trace test results confirm the existence of
long runco-movementamong theequitymarketsduring thepost crisisperiod.Notably, the Johansenapproachprimarily supports
the results reportedbyTrace test. So, the results relating to the existenceof a commonstochastic trendare valid.Ona similar note,
we could not find any evidence of a long run co-movement during the full sample period. It may be noted that, the full sample
period is relatively a very long period of time comprising US financial crisis, so, the existence of any structural break can
substantially reduce thepowerof any test accounting for cointegrating relationship. Subsequently, thepresent studyalsoemploys
Gregory–Hansen cointegration test, wherein the null hypothesis of no cointegration is tested against the alternative hypothesis of
existence of cointegration with endogenously determined single structural break (Gregory & Hansen, 1996). The Gregory–Hansen
cointegration test considering trend and full break in the coefficients is modeled as follows:

logindexUS;t ¼ cþ a1Dt þ a2logindicesBRIC;t þ a3DtlogindicesBRIC;t þ et (8)

where c is the constant term, a1, a2, and a3 are the coefficients and et is the error term. Structural change is captured through the
dummy variable D:

Dt ¼ 1 if t > t
0 if t � t

�

where t is the relative timing of a structural change. The break point is determined by finding the minimum value for the
Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) unit root test statistic on the residuals derived from the said regression (Fig. 4). The results report
minimum t-statistic value of �6.225 with the 1 percent and 5 percent critical values being reported as �7.310 and �6.840. So, the
Gregory–Hansen test also did not support the existence of any common stochastic trend among the US-BRIC equitymarkets even
allowing for a structural break becauseminimum t-statistic is not as negative as the critical values at the 1 percent and 5 percent
significance levels. The markets are driven by independent factors in the long run.

The graph shows the ADF test statistics while considering different breakpoints. The grid value highlights minimumADF test
value. Expectedly, the structural change occurred during the Lehman Brothers’ episode in September 2008. These results are
critically important for long run investors in their act of portfolio and risk management.

5.1.1. Long run causality relationships
The Johansen cointegration model reports the existence of long run co-movement only during the pre-crisis and post-crisis
periods. So, the long run causality relationships are checked during the said periods only.

Table 3 reports normalized cointegrating coefficients taking the US equitymarket as the dependent variable. The results show
that the Indian and Chinese markets have an increasing long run impact on the US market, whereas the Brazilian and Russian
markets have a decreasing long run impact on the US market. It may be noted that the signs get changed after converting the
equation. Theoretically, theUSmarket exerts a greater degree impact on the Indian equitymarket, followed by Russianmarket in
the long run. Additionally, we have also checked the contribution of individual variables in maintaining long run equilibrium
relationship among the US-BRIC equity markets during the pre-crisis period. Technically, this technique is termed as ‘exclusion
tests’. The exclusion tests spotlight the contribution of the respective variables to the long run causation through asymptotic chi-
square restrictions model. We fail to reject the null hypothesis: Brazilian market does not contribute to the long run equilibrium
relationshipwith the USmarket at the 5 percent significance level (1.9736, p>0.05). However, the rest of themarkets significantly

4

The results are similar even after allowing for the existence of only intercept in the cointegrating equation.
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Table 2 – Johansen cointegration model results.

Panel: A pre-crisis period

Lags interval (in first differences): 1 to 1

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)

Hypothesized Trace 0.05
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical value Probability

None* 0.070748 113.6907 88.80380 0.0003*

At most 1 0.033939 57.77901 63.87610 0.1464
At most 2 0.023206 31.46808 42.91525 0.4176
At most 3 0.009977 13.57654 25.87211 0.6923
At most 4 0.007759 5.935600 12.51798 0.4685

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)

Hypothesized Max-Eigen 0.05
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Probability

None** 0.070748 55.91166 38.33101 0.0002**

At most 1 0.033939 26.31093 32.11832 0.2167
At most 2 0.023206 17.89154 25.82321 0.3855
At most 3 0.009977 7.640940 19.38704 0.8524
At most 4 0.007759 5.935600 12.51798 0.4685

Panel: B Crisis Period

Lags interval (in first differences): 1 to 2

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)

Hypothesized Trace 0.05
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Probability

None 0.063978 74.26715 88.80380 0.3486
At most 1 0.043764 46.63035 63.87610 0.5704
At most 2 0.038617 27.92477 42.91525 0.6266

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)

Hypothesized Max-Eigen 0.05
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Probability

None 0.063978 27.63680 38.33101 0.4808
At most 1 0.043764 18.70558 32.11832 0.7511
At most 2 0.038617 16.46169 25.82321 0.5039

Panel: C Post-Crisis Period

Lags interval (in first differences): 1 to 1

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)

Hypothesized Trace 0.05
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Probability

None* 0.023997 88.85079 88.80380 0.0496*

At most 1 0.020336 60.96656 63.87610 0.0858
At most 2 0.014643 37.38058 42.91525 0.1603
At most 3 0.011784 20.44586 25.87211 0.2042
At most 4 0.005939 6.837989 12.51798 0.3617

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)

Hypothesized Max-Eigen 0.05
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Probability

None 0.023997 27.88423 38.33101 0.4634
At most 1 0.020336 23.58599 32.11832 0.3767
At most 2 0.014643 16.93472 25.82321 0.4632

(continued on next page)
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contribute inmaintaining long run equilibrium relationshipwith theUSmarket at the 5 percent significance level [Russia 22.6443,
p<0.05; India 24.8973, p<0.05; China 26.6148, p<0.05]. The joint test of all the variables also supports significant impact of all the
BRIC equity markets in maintaining long run equilibrium relationship with the US market at the 5 percent significance level
(37.3217, p<0.05).

Table 2 (continued)

Panel: D Full Sample Period

Lags interval (in first differences): 1 to 6

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)

Hypothesized Trace 0.05
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Probability

Lags interval (in first differences): 1 to 6

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)

Hypothesized Trace 0.05
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Probability

None 0.012613 63.09695 88.80380 0.7651
At most 1 0.007940 33.54712 63.87610 0.9767
At most 2 0.004509 14.98790 42.91525 0.9985

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)

Hypothesized Max-Eigen 0.05
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Probability

None 0.012613 29.54983 38.33101 0.3538
At most 1 0.007940 18.55922 32.11832 0.7616
At most 2 0.004509 10.52143 25.82321 0.9459

Source: Computed by the Authors; CE(s) stands for Cointegrating Equation(s).
* Trace test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level.
** Max-eigenvalue test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level.Trace test indicates no cointegration at the 0.05 level.Max-eigenvalue test

indicates no cointegration at the 0.05 level.

Gregory-Hansen Cointegration Tests
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Fig. 4 – Gregory–Hansen cointegration test with ADF statistics.
Source: Computed by the Authors.

Table 3 – Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses). Pre-crisis period.

LogSandP LogBovespa LogRTS LogNifty LogSSE TREND

1.000000 0.090404 0.174617 �0.440925 �0.082935 �0.000117
(0.05230) (0.02729) (0.05287) (0.01053) (0.00004)

Source: Computed by the Authors; US equity market taken as dependent variable.
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The presence of cointegrating vectors further support the employment of VECM models to examine short run and long run
causal linkages among the equity markets. The lag lengths are determined on the basis of AIC values. The error correction terms
(ECT) are not found to be statistically different from zero in the context of Brazilian and Russian equity markets at the 5 percent
significance level (Table 4). Thismeans that the saidmarkets are statistically exogenousanddominant to the systemand followed
anautonomouspathduring thepre-crisis period. Interestingly, ECTcoefficient is found tobenegative and significantwith respect
to the US market, thereby highlighting corrective stance of the US equity market in the event of any disequilibrium situation. In
other words, during the pre-crisis period, the Brazilian and Russian markets were following an independent dominant trend,
whereby the US equity market was acting as a restoring agent toward the long run equilibrium path in the event of a short run
deviation.Around4percentof thedisequilibriumadjustmentsused to takeplace inonedayandrest in thecomingdays.Moreover,
the significant ECT parameters imply the long run causation impact of other markets on the respective equity markets. For
instance, the US, Indian and Chinese equitymarkets were affected by the other equitymarkets in the long run during that period.

Table 5 reports normalized cointegrating coefficients during the post crisis period. A 1 percent increase in the Brazilian equity
market causes 0.5612percent decrease in theUSequitymarket in the long run.On theotherhand, theRussian, IndianandChinese
equity markets have a long run increasing impact on the US equity market. Theoretically, the US market exerts a greater degree
impact on the Brazilian equity market followed by the Chinese, Indian and Russian equity markets in the long run. On a similar
note, we have employed certain exclusion tests to account for the contribution of the saidmarkets inmaintaining equilibrium in
the long run.We fail to reject the null hypothesis: the respective Russian, Indian and Chinese equitymarkets do not contribute to
the long run equilibrium relationshipwith theUSmarket at even 10 percent significance level [Russia 0.2334, p>0.10; India 0.5212,
p>0.10; China 1.4332, p>0.10]. However, on the other hand, the Brazilian equity market contributes to the cointegrating
relationshipwith the US equitymarket at the 10 percent significance level (3.0606, p<0.10). Moreover, all the BRIC equitymarkets
collectively contribute to the long run equilibrium relationship at the 5 percent significance level (14.4519, p<0.05).

Only theUS and Brazilian equitymarkets are found to be affected by the other equitymarkets in the long run (Table 6). The rest
of themarkets, i.e. the Russian, Indian and Chinese equitymarkets are observed to be independent following a dominant path in
the long run during the post crisis period. Around 2 percent of the adjustments take place in one day in the event of any
disequilibrium, whereby the US and Brazilian are the only markets acting as restoring agents during this period. For instance, an
increase in the Indian equity market is counterbalanced by a corresponding increase in the US and Brazilian equity market.

5.2. Short run linkages and causality relationships

The long run linkagesdonotunderminediversificationbenefitsall abruptlyowing toslowadjustments to theequilibriumpath.So,
nowwemove on to short run linkages and causal relationships under VAR/VECM frameworks. Fig. 5 is the graphical presentation
of the index returns during the period 2004–2014. All the index returns are volatile in nature, especially during the Lehman

Table 6 – Coefficients of error correction terms (Post-crisis period).

Parameter D(LogSandP) D(LogBovespa) D(LogRTS) D(LogNifty) D(LogSSE)

Error correction �0.020553* �0.025015* 0.007083 0.002913 0.010650
(0.00579) (0.00821) (0.00982) (0.00622) (0.00722)
[�3.54993] [�3.04769] [0.72100] [0.46856] [1.47446]

Source: Computed by the Authors; Standard errors in () & t-statistics in [].
* Reject null hypothesis of no significant relationship at the 5% significance level.

Table 4 – Coefficients of error correction terms (Pre-crisis period).

Parameter D(LogSandP) D(LogBovespa) D(LogRTS) D(LogNifty) D(LogSSE)

Error correction �0.0378* 0.0071 0.0049 0.1562* 0.0655*

(0.0130) (0.0312) (0.0313) (0.0286) (0.0307)
[�2.9143] [0.2280] [0.1586] [5.4510] [2.1321]

Source: Computed by the Authors; Standard errors in () & t-statistics in [].
* Reject null hypothesis of no significant relationship at the 5% significance level.

Table 5 – Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses). Post-crisis period.

LogSandP LogBovespa LogRTS LogNifty LogSSE TREND

1.000000 0.561270 �0.075031 �0.214489 �0.471574 �0.000600
(0.19656) (0.09053) (0.17135) (0.16608) (0.00013)

Source: Computed by the Authors; US equity market taken as dependent variable.
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Brothers’ episode (a high point of the crisis). Further Table 7 reports descriptive characteristics of the respective index returns
during different time frames. During the pre-crisis period, the Russian equity market witnessed highest daily average returns
(0.1539%) followed by China, Brazil, India and US. However, the highest level of volatility (sigma) is also observed in the Russian
market during this period,whereas theUSequitymarket is found tobe the least volatilemarket. The skewness values arenegative
with respect to all of the countriesundertakenexcept for theChinese equitymarket. Thenegative values report greater probability
of negative returns in comparison to positive. For the Chinese market, the skewness value is near to zero depicting symmetric
distribution of the index returns. Both the Kurtosis and Jarque–Bera test statistic values report leptokurtic and non-normal
distribution of the index returns with respect to all the US-BRIC equity markets.

This further highlights the existence of abnormal returns available to the investors in the respective markets. The financial
timeseries are required to bemean reverting i.e. stationary for the applicationof the statisticalmodels. For this, the studyemploys
three different stationarity tests comprising, ADF, Philips–Perron and KPSS tests allowing for intercept only. All of the stationarity
tests support stationary distribution of the index returns.

However, the Russian, Indian andChinese equitymarkets are not found to be efficient in the context of impact of lagged values
on current index returns; evidenced from significant autocorrelation Ljung-Box test statistic values at the 5% significance level.
During the crisis period, all the equitymarkets witnessed negative returns, whereby the Russian equitymarket registered largest
negative returns for its investors followedby theUSmarket. The relative lowest negative returns are observed in the Indian equity
marketwith 0.0012%. Similarly, the Russian equitymarketwas found to be thehighest volatilemarket during that period followed
by the Brazilian equitymarket. The skewness values are negative except for the Brazilian equitymarket. A positive value denotes
greater probability of positive returns in comparison tonegative. Again, theKurtosis and Jarque–Bera test values report leptokurtic
and non-normal distribution of index returns. All the index return series are found to be stationary, wherein the Indian and
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Fig. 5 – Graphical presentation of index returns.
Source: Computed by the Authors.
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Table 7 – Index returns: descriptive statistics.

Parameters R_Bovespa R_RTS R_Nifty R_SSE R_SandP

Panel A: pre-crisis period
Mean 0.1098 0.1539 0.1038 0.1166 0.0383
Median 0.1698 0.2887 0.2264 0.0118 0.0708
Maximum 6.1499 7.8878 9.3329 8.9433 2.7728
Minimum �7.2268 �9.8403 �13.0538 �9.2561 �3.5342
Sigma 1.7205 1.8087 1.6605 1.6971 0.7211
Skewness �0.4765 �0.7649 �1.0809 0.0057 �0.2138
Kurtosis 4.4638 6.6553 11.6768 7.5233 4.4921
Jarque–Bera 97.0130 499.1923 2542.110 650.4702 76.6034
Probability 0.0000* 0.0000* 0.0000* 0.0000* 0.0000*

Observations 763 763 763 763 763
ADF test �27.467** �25.343** �22.006** �28.209** �22.064**

Philips–Perron �27.700** �25.389** �26.719** �28.205** �29.957**

KPSS test 0.1889*** 0.1065*** 0.1747*** 1.2527 0.1097***

L.Box (1) 0.0102 5.4184a 0.7734 0.4551 3.3826
L.Box (12) 20.939 24.655a 26.709a 16.104 18.190
L.Box (36) 50.593 47.191 55.997a 55.525a 48.354

Panel B: crisis period
Mean �0.0174 �0.1574 �0.0012 �0.0617 �0.1196
Median 0.1223 0.1160 0.1261 0.0190 0.0050
Maximum 13.6782 20.2039 16.3343 9.0342 9.4008
Minimum �13.8819 �21.1994 �15.2303 �12.7635 �9.4695
Sigma 3.0898 3.8188 2.7127 2.5817 2.1613
Skewness 0.0388 �0.3801 �0.3061 �0.1834 �0.3048
Kurtosis 7.0807 9.7845 8.8372 5.1271 6.2000
Jarque–Bera 291.5218 815.6311 602.8517 81.5374 185.7123
Probability 0.0000* 0.0000* 0.0000* 0.0000* 0.0000*

Observations 420 420 420 420 420
ADF test �14.625** �17.236** �21.220** �19.604** �17.563**

Philips–Perron �22.000** �17.072** �21.225** �19.625** �24.094**

KPSS test 0.1387*** 0.2101*** 0.2046*** 0.3131*** 0.1169***

L.Box (1) 1.2743 11.728a 0.6446 0.7199 9.3388a

L.Box (12) 31.552a 26.152a 10.031 11.110 24.212a

L.Box (36) 73.535a 73.249a 25.085 38.269 73.570a

Panel C: post-crisis period
Mean 0.0052 �0.0003 0.0593 �0.0099 0.0701
Median 0.0097 0.0339 0.0825 0.0000 0.0946
Maximum 5.7681 8.8909 5.1846 4.6789 5.4580
Minimum �8.4305 �9.0052 �5.8679 �6.9827 �6.8958
Sigma 1.5307 1.8893 1.2093 1.3677 1.0880
Skewness �0.0678 �0.1134 �0.0866 �0.3627 �0.3409
Kurtosis 5.0350 5.1809 4.3894 5.5379 7.0095
Jarque–Bera 199.1555 230.1762 93.8623 333.5646 791.9264
Probability 0.0000* 0.0000* 0.0000* 0.0000* 0.0000*

Observations 1149 1149 1149 1149 1149
ADF test �36.002** �31.019** �32.573** �33.719** �36.765**

Philips–Perron �36.063** �30.979** �32.547** �33.719** �37.360**

KPSS test 0.1148*** 0.3821*** 0.1280*** 0.1632*** 0.0471***

L.Box (1) 4.3418a 8.0358a 1.6625 0.0075 7.1923a

L.Box (12) 20.797 18.149 25.942a 16.845 30.931a

L.Box (36) 38.354 41.796 56.126a 51.370a 72.632a

Panel D: full sample period
Mean 0.0361 0.0217 0.0634 0.0230 0.0261
Median 0.0789 0.1470 0.1378 0.0050 0.0773
Maximum 13.6782 20.2039 16.3343 9.0342 9.4008
Minimum �13.8819 �21.1994 �15.2303 �12.7635 �9.4695
Sigma 1.9592 2.3359 1.7157 1.7504 1.2636
Skewness �0.1160 �0.5298 �0.5826 �0.2131 �0.5345
Kurtosis 9.6275 14.4865 13.7825 7.5718 11.7188
Jarque–Bera 4276.849 12,940.36 11,438.71 2050.342 7503.920
Probability 0.0000* 0.0000* 0.0000* 0.0000* 0.0000*

(continued on next page)
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Chinese markets are the only markets found to be efficient in nature in the context of insignificant impact of the past values on
current returns. Since the financial crisisperiod,only the IndianandUSequitymarketsarewitnessingsubstantialpositive returns.
Ona similar note, volatility in theRussianmarket is found to be thehighest followedby theBrazilian equitymarket. The skewness
values are negative with respect to all the US-BRIC equitymarkets. The index returns are found to be non-normal and leptokurtic
because thevalues of the fourthmoment are greater than three.All the index returnsare observed tobe stationary.However, since
the financial crisis, all the equitymarkets are found to be inefficient owing to the significant impact of past values. On an average,
the Indian equity market witnessed the highest level of returns coupled with lesser levels of standard deviation during the full
sample period. The lowest daily average returns are observed in the Russianmarket alongwith the highest level of volatility. This
shows that the investors in the Russian market encounter a negative relationship between the risk and return. The next best
returns are observed for the Brazilian, US and Chinesemarket. However, the skewness values are negativewith respect to each of
the countries. The fat-tailed and non-normal distribution of index returns spotlight the existence of abnormal returns in the
markets. The index returns are found to be stationary. Barring the Indian equity market, all other equity markets are found to be
inefficient in the context of the impact of past returns on current returns. After discussing about the descriptive statistics, nowwe
move on to short run causal linkages among themarkets. These linkages promulgate dynamic short run interactions among the
markets, therebymaking a case for the international portfoliomanagers to analyze the same. Table 8 reports VECM results during
the pre-crisis period.

Table 7 (continued)

Parameters R_Bovespa R_RTS R_Nifty R_SSE R_SandP

Observations 2334 2334 2334 2334 2334
ADF test �37.126** �42.501** �48.209** �47.713** �53.989**

Philips–Perron �50.837** �42.403** �48.213** �47.744** �54.008**

KPSS test 0.1884*** 0.2784*** 0.0627*** 0.1683*** 0.2137***

L.Box (1) 3.9622a 36.770a 0.0054 0.2935 28.952a

L.Box (12) 30.355a 53.254a 12.856 25.703a 57.343a

L.Box (36) 88.641a 114.43a 47.806 63.249a 148.43a

Source: Computed by the Authors.
* Reject null hypothesis of normal distribution at the 5% significance level.
** Reject null hypothesis of non-stationary time series at the 5% significance level.
*** Data do not provide evidence to reject null hypothesis of stationary time series with asymptotic critical value 0.4630 at the 5% significance level.
a Reject null hypothesis of independent distribution of the index returns at the 5% significance level; L.Box stands for Ljung Box test statistics.

Table 8 – VECM model results (Pre-crisis period).

Parameters D(LogSandP) D(LogBovespa) D(LogRTS) D(LogNifty) D(LogSSE)

Error correction �0.037893* 0.007126 0.004969 0.156215* 0.065532*

(0.01300) (0.03124) (0.03133) (0.02866) (0.03074)
[�2.91437] [0.22809] [0.15862] [5.45109] [2.13214]

D(LOGSANDP(�1)) �0.060021 0.111015 0.320867* 0.413543* 0.009727
(0.04652) (0.11177) (0.11207) (0.10252) (0.10996)
[�1.29035] [0.99324] [2.86314] [4.03365] [0.08846]

D(LOGBOVESPA(�1)) 0.016021 �0.011005 0.224736* 0.035772 0.017920
(0.02031) (0.04881) (0.04894) (0.04477) (0.04802)
[0.78874] [�0.22548] [4.59219] [0.79901] [0.37320]

D(LOGRTS(�1)) �0.010186 �0.031892 0.024783 0.002541 0.006606
(0.01596) (0.03836) (0.03846) (0.03519) (0.03774)
[�0.63809] [�0.83139] [0.64435] [0.07221] [0.17507]

D(LOGNIFTY(�1)) �0.005161 �0.025571 �0.079545** �0.020009 �0.003065
(0.01711) (0.04112) (0.04123) (0.03772) (0.04046)
[�0.30155] [�0.62182] [�1.92920] [�0.53045] [�0.07576]

D(LOGSSE(�1)) 0.007154 0.002167 �0.035516 �0.006631 �0.030301
(0.01552) (0.03728) (0.03738) (0.03420) (0.03668)
[0.46106] [0.05811] [�0.95004] [�0.19389] [�0.82611]

Constant 0.000400 0.001139** 0.001244* 0.000885 0.001169**

(0.00026) (0.00063) (0.00063) (0.00058) (0.00062)
[1.52729] [1.80979] [1.97139] [1.53310] [1.88856]

Source: Computed by the Authors.
* Reject null hypothesis of insignificant impact at the 5% significance level.
** Reject null hypothesis of insignificant impact at the 10% significance level; Standard errors in () & t-statistics in []; One day lagged values are

employed considering AIC values.
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One day lagged price change in the US and Brazilian equity market has a positive and statistically significant impact on the
current conditional return in the Russian equitymarket. A 1 percent increase in the US and Brazilianmarket causes 0.32 and 0.22
percent increase in the Russian equity market respectively.

However, on the other hand, the impact of the Indian equity market is negative in nature, whereby an increase in the Indian
market causes 0.08 percent fall in the Russian market. The Indian equity market also gets influenced by one day lagged price
change in the US equity market in positive terms (0.4135, p<0.05). In nutshell, during the pre-crisis period, only the Russian and
Indian equity markets are found to be influenced by the US equity market, whereas the rest of the markets are observed to be
resilient from the same. Table 9 reports Granger causality results under Toda-Yamamoto framework during the pre-crisis period.
In this case, theToda-Yamamotoapproach is suitable owing to theexistenceof integrated series. The results showthatduring this
period there is a uni-directional causality running from theUS, Brazilian and Indian equitymarkets to the Russian equitymarket.
On a similar note, there is another uni-directional impact of the US market on the Indian market.

Fig. 6 graphically reports generalized impulse responses during the pre-crisis period. The response of the USmarket is initially
positive toward one standard deviation shock to the Brazilian equity market. But, overall, the response is following a downward
trend throughout coming 10 days. The US equity market is marginally impacted by the Russian and Chinese equity markets,
whereas there is a positive relationship between the Indian and US equity markets. The response of the Brazilian equity market
towardmarket shocks in other equitymarkets ismore or less flattishwithmarginal increments. Interestingly, the response of the
Russian equity market toward market shocks in the US and Brazilian equity market is positive initially, approaching further
augmented levels after two days. The Russian market is marginally influenced by the Chinese equity market. The Indian equity
market is substantially influencedby theUS, BrazilianandRussianequitymarkets,whereby it is followinga similar kingof pattern
as in the case of the Russian equity market. Lastly, the Chinese equity market is also substantially influenced by the US equity

Table 9 – Toda–Yamamoto’s Granger causality test (Pre-crisis period).

Excluded Chi-sq df Prob.

Dependent variable: LOGSANDP
LOGBOVESPA 1.603373 2 0.4486
LOGRTS 0.127615 2 0.9382
LOGNIFTY 2.483144 2 0.2889
LOGSSE 0.216663 2 0.8973
All 4.172531 8 0.8412

Dependent variable: LOGBOVESPA
LOGSANDP 3.211590 2 0.2007
LOGRTS 1.878087 2 0.3910
LOGNIFTY 2.495144 2 0.2872
LOGSSE 0.778896 2 0.6774
All 6.841678 8 0.5538

Dependent variable: LOGRTS
LOGSANDP 10.25562 2 0.0059*

LOGBOVESPA 21.97254 2 0.0000*

LOGNIFTY 5.272104 2 0.0716**

LOGSSE 1.363108 2 0.5058
All 76.39413 8 0.0000*

Dependent variable: LOGNIFTY
LOGSANDP 32.57099 2 0.0000*

LOGBOVESPA 0.968439 2 0.6162
LOGRTS 0.544241 2 0.7618
LOGSSE 0.132659 2 0.9358
All 67.23462 8 0.0000*

Dependent variable: LOGSSE
LOGSANDP 0.297925 2 0.8616
LOGBOVESPA 0.541070 2 0.7630
LOGRTS 2.410202 2 0.2997
LOGNIFTY 0.189373 2 0.9097
All 3.668673 8 0.8857

Source: Computed by the Authors.
* Reject null hypothesis of non Granger causality at the 5% significance level.
** Reject null hypothesis of non Granger causality at the 10% significance level; Significant values denote Granger causality or impact of respective

variable on dependent.
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market comparing to other markets. Generally, the responses are positive in nature, wherein a positive relationship is expected
between the undertakenmarkets throughout the coming 10 days. However, the Chinese equitymarket is found to bemore or less
segmented because its responses are highly transitory in nature towardmarket shocks in other countries, whereas the rest of the
BRIC equity markets display a permanent effect of a market shock in the US equity market highlighting a shift in long run
equilibrium.

Table 10 reports VDA results during the pre-crisis period. The VDA results are sensitive to ordering of the variables. So, the
orderingof thevariables isdoneconsidering theGrangercausality results.Thevariableswhichareordered first in thesequenceare
found to be most resilient from other markets. In all of the cases, when a shock is subjected to the error terms of the US equity
market, then its contribution to the forecasted error variances increases over the 5 days’ horizon with respect to all of the BRIC
equitymarkets. On the other hand, the extent of information explained by the BRIC equitymarkets is found to be negligible in the
US equity market. Moreover, the contribution of own market shocks is very high in all of the US-BRIC equity markets. Similarly,
during thisperiod, theChinese equitymarket is found tobe themost resilientmarket fromthecrossmarket shocksascompared to
other equity markets. The contribution of the Brazilian equity market is also considerably higher in forecasted error variances in
the Russian equitymarket. In nutshell, during this pre-crisis period, the Chinese equitymarket is observed to be the least affected
marketamongstUS-BRICequitymarkets. Its impulse responsesarealso foundtobe transitoryandshort terminnature (consistent
with, Shachmurove, 2006). Moreover, the latter market did not have any considerable impact on other US-BRIC equity markets
during this period.Apossible reason for this could be closed economic systemrelative to othermarkets during that timeperiod.As
expected, the US market is found to be the dominant market followed by the Brazilian equity market.
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Fig. 6 – Generalized impulse responses (Pre-Crisis Period).
Source: Computed by the Authors.
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During a crisis period, dynamic interactions among the equitymarkets, increase owing to financial instability andpropagation
of shocks via equitymarkets (Bekaert&Harvey, 1995). The Johansenmodel doesnot support the existence of a commonstochastic
trend among the equity markets during the crisis period. So, only short run dynamic interactions are modeled via VAR model
during this period. At the very outset, the VAR model requires dataset to be stationary, subsequently, the study factors
continuously compounding gross index returns into the model framework. The optimal lag lengths (two in this case) are
determined throughAIC values. Table 11 reports VARmodel results during the crisis period. TheUS equitymarket is significantly
influenced by one day lagged returns in the US market per se, however, the impact is found to be negative in nature (�0.1387,
p<0.10). A negative impact justifies the existence of financial instability during this period in the US economy.

Talking about the Brazilianmarket, both oneday and twodays’ lagged returns in theUSequitymarket are having a statistically
significant impact on the current Bovespa returns at the 5 and 10 percent significance levels. On a similar note, the Russian equity
market also gets influenced by one day lagged returns in the US equity market. Interestingly, during this period, the Brazilian
equity market is having a greater magnitude impact on the Russian index returns as compared to the US equity market. The
coefficient is found to be 0.3202, whereby one percent change in the Brazilian equity market causes 0.3202 percent change in the
Russian equitymarket. Similarly, the Indian equitymarket is also influenced by one and two days’ lagged returns in theUS equity
market during the crisis period. The magnitude of two days’ lagged impact is lesser as compared to one day lagged impact. The
Indian equity market is also positively influenced by two days’ lagged returns in the Chinese equity market at the 10 percent
significance level. A positive impact spotlights increasing integration among the said markets because a change in one market
brings a parallel change in another. Lastly, the results also report a statistically significant impact of one day lagged returns in the
USequitymarket on the currentChinese index returns at the5percent significance level. It is pertinent tomention that all of these
dynamic interactions also display stock market return spillovers that took place during the period of global financial meltdown.

Table 10 – Variance decomposition analyses (Pre-crisis period).

Period S.E. LOGSANDP LOGBOVESPA LOGRTS LOGNIFTY LOGSSE

Variance decomposition of LOGSANDP
1 0.007181 100.0000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
2 0.009771 99.86197 0.021877 0.075153 0.012245 0.028757
3 0.011690 99.70502 0.018066 0.143019 0.082402 0.051498
4 0.013264 99.49395 0.014650 0.213129 0.203324 0.074945
5 0.014617 99.23418 0.012082 0.287757 0.366466 0.099517

Variance decomposition of LOGBOVESPA
1 0.017255 40.10953 59.89047 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
2 0.024471 41.81465 58.09391 0.039857 0.051520 6.41E�05
3 0.029858 42.05758 57.82131 0.057225 0.063806 8.01E�05
4 0.034411 42.19753 57.66777 0.065350 0.069276 7.84E�05
5 0.038430 42.28203 57.57508 0.070260 0.072555 7.78E�05

Variance decomposition of LOGRTS
1 0.017301 4.272716 5.325333 84.89751 5.230887 0.273558
2 0.026213 11.40244 9.139515 75.89007 3.438169 0.129806
3 0.032599 13.09395 10.31333 73.54262 2.954824 0.095274
4 0.037868 13.75848 10.85156 72.52552 2.783909 0.080527
5 0.042460 14.08891 11.16972 71.94742 2.721023 0.072928

Variance decomposition of LOGNIFTY
1 0.015828 5.988000 2.572740 0.000000 91.27513 0.164134
2 0.022831 15.90975 3.046381 0.043348 80.90648 0.094049
3 0.027935 20.47318 3.409107 0.091295 75.96024 0.066174
4 0.032168 23.94815 3.665003 0.161646 72.17530 0.049906
5 0.035875 26.95661 3.881722 0.248333 68.87180 0.041535

Variance decomposition of LOGSSE
1 0.016975 0.822398 0.649942 0.000000 0.000000 98.52766
2 0.023661 1.308466 0.808466 0.014787 0.030297 97.83798
3 0.028841 1.674269 0.891993 0.031183 0.092628 97.30993
4 0.033225 2.000118 0.949923 0.050765 0.176046 96.82315
5 0.037102 2.309922 0.996735 0.072823 0.275318 96.34520

Ordering: US, Brazil, China, India, Russia.
Source: Computed by the Authors; S.E. stands for standard error; Table shows contribution of the respective market shocks in explaining

forecasted error variations in another.
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Overall, the impactof oneday laggedUSequitymarket return is observed tobe thehighest for the Indianequitymarket followedby
the Chinese equity market.

Table 12 reportsGranger causality results during the crisis period. There is uni-directional causality running fromtheUSequity
market to the BRIC equitymarkets due to the existence of US financial crisis during this period. Apart from this, there is also uni-
directional impact of the Brazilian equity market on the Russian during this period. Similarly, the Chinese equity market is also
having a uni-directional impact on the Indian equity market (consistent with, Singh & Kaur, 2015). Moving ahead with the
generalized impulse responses (Fig. 7), all the US-BRIC equity markets respond positively toward market shocks on the first day,
however, approaching zero after four days. Similar to the pre-crisis period results, the impulse responses of the Chinese equity
market toward other equitymarkets are found to bemarginal. Even other equitymarkets are also found to be somewhat resilient
fromthe error shocks in theChinese equitymarket. Overall,we can say that the impulse responsesare transitory innature instead
of having a permanent impact on the long run equilibrium relationship observed during the pre-crisis period. Lastly, Table 13
reports VDA results. The contribution of the BRIC equitymarkets in explainingmovements in the US equitymarket is found to be
marginal throughout the coming5days.Whenashock is subjected to theerror termsof theUSequitymarket, then its contribution
to the forecasted error variances in the Brazilian equity market reduces over a period of time. Similar to the pre-crisis period
results, the contribution of the Brazilian equity market increases in the error variances of the Russian equity market. During the
crisis period also, the Chinese equity market is found to be independent, however, the contribution of the US equity market is
somewhat greater in magnitude.

Overall, the results report dominant stance of the US economy on the BRIC equity markets during the subprime crisis period.
Now, we move on to post crisis period’s short run dynamic interactions. As discussed earlier, ever since the financial crisis, the
underlying markets are witnessing a common stochastic trend, meaning that there are some common forces which bring the
markets to co-move in the long run. Apart from these long run linkages, there are also short run dynamic interactions that guide
the behavior and prediction power of the markets. Table 14 reports VECM model results. One day lagged price change in the

Table 11 – VAR model results (Crisis Period).

Parameters R_SANDP R_BOVESPA R_RTS R_NIFTY R_SSE

R_SANDP(�1) �0.138750** 0.214991* 0.257847* 0.396336* 0.310658*

(0.07161) (0.10292) (0.12035) (0.08683) (0.08330)
[�1.93753] [2.08883] [2.14250] [4.56447] [3.72956]

R_SANDP(�2) �0.097277 0.201190** �0.083451 0.161815** �0.009072
(0.07221) (0.10378) (0.12135) (0.08755) (0.08399)
[�1.34716] [1.93857] [�0.68767] [1.84816] [�0.10801]

R_BOVESPA(�1) �0.039836 �0.163342* 0.320207* 0.016687 0.021935
(0.05186) (0.07454) (0.08716) (0.06288) (0.06032)
[�0.76812] [�2.19143] [3.67396] [0.26537] [0.36363]

R_BOVESPA(�2) �0.057103 �0.169591* 0.070453 0.055274 0.037132
(0.05282) (0.07592) (0.08877) (0.06405) (0.06144)
[�1.08105] [�2.23388] [0.79366] [0.86303] [0.60436]

R_RTS(�1) 0.031312 �0.020206 �0.010688 �0.021192 �0.061673
(0.03760) (0.05404) (0.06318) (0.04559) (0.04373)
[0.83284] [�0.37394] [�0.16915] [�0.46488] [�1.41030]

R_RTS(�2) 0.020192 �0.037842 �0.035107 0.028489 �0.008884
(0.03451) (0.04960) (0.05799) (0.04184) (0.04014)
[0.58513] [�0.76302] [�0.60536] [0.68088] [�0.22133]

R_NIFTY(�1) �0.037866 �0.011871 �0.001789 �0.145299* 0.064901
(0.04663) (0.06702) (0.07837) (0.05654) (0.05424)
[�0.81203] [�0.17712] [�0.02283] [�2.56979] [1.19657]

R_NIFTY(�2) 0.022414 0.029931 0.065069 �0.055521 �0.014780
(0.04629) (0.06654) (0.07780) (0.05613) (0.05385)
[0.48416] [0.44985] [0.83634] [�0.98910] [�0.27448]

R_SSE(�1) 0.006900 0.047756 �0.101104 �0.073526 0.045028
(0.04370) (0.06281) (0.07344) (0.05299) (0.05083)
[0.15789] [0.76031] [�1.37660] [�1.38755] [0.88580]

R_SSE(�2) �0.059475 �0.067103 �0.015207 0.100099** �0.022180
(0.04333) (0.06227) (0.07281) (0.05253) (0.05040)
[�1.37270] [�1.07759] [�0.20885] [1.90539] [�0.44012]

Constant �0.145700 0.013298 �0.154170 0.067663 �0.021631
(0.10563) (0.15181) (0.17751) (0.12807) (0.12286)
[�1.37939] [0.08759] [�0.86850] [0.52831] [�0.17607]

Source: Computed by the Authors; R stands for index returns.
* Reject null hypothesis of insignificant impact at the 5% significance level.
** Reject null hypothesis of insignificant impact at the 10% significance level; Standard errors in () & t-statistics in [].
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Brazilian equity market has a statistically significant impact on the current US equity index return at the 5 percent significance
level. TheRussianequitymarketalsogets influencedbyoneday laggedprice change in theUSandBrazilianequitymarketsat the5
percent significance level. A 1percent increase in theUSandBrazilianmarket causes 0.21 and 0.25 percent increase in theRussian
equitymarket respectively. On a similar note, the Indian equitymarket also gets influenced by one day lagged price change in the
US, Brazilian and Russian equitymarkets, whereby the impact of the US equitymarket is found to be greater inmagnitude terms.
Moreover, the impact of the Russian equity market is negative in nature. For instance, a 1 percent decrease in the Russian equity
market causes around 0.05 percent increase in the Indian equity market. The Chinese equity market also gets influenced by one
day lagged price change in the US and Brazilian equity markets at the 5 percent significance level. Similar to the Indian equity
market, the US equity market has a greater magnitude impact on the Chinese equity market (0.1487, p<0.05).

Interestingly, since the US financial crisis, there is uni-directional causality running between the Brazilian and US equity
markets, whereby the Brazilian equity market is Granger causing US equity market (Table 15); evidenced from Toda-Yamamoto
Granger causality test.Asexpected, the restof themarketsarestrongly influencedby theUSequitymarketuni-directionally.Apart
from this, there is also uni-directional impact of the Brazilian equitymarket on the Russian equitymarket during this period and
further Brazilian and Russian equity markets on the Indian equity market.

Lastly, there is another uni-directional impact of the Brazilian market on the Chinese equity market. Overall, since the US
financial crisis, the Brazilian equity market is observed to be playing a leading role impacting other BRIC equity markets.
Comparing to theUS equitymarket, the chi-square values also support the dominant impact of the Brazilian equitymarket on the
Indian andRussian equitymarkets. Fig. 8 graphically reports generalized impulse responses of the respective equitymarkets. The
US equity market responds positively to the market shocks in the BRIC equity markets. However, the stimulated responses start
following a downward trend in the coming days. All the US, Brazilian, Russian and Indian equitymarkets largely remain resilient
from theChinese equitymarket,whereby the responses are largely transitory innature. All themarkets generally exhibit a shift in

Table 12 – Granger causality results (Crisis period).

Excluded Chi-sq df Prob.

Dependent variable: R_SANDP
R_BOVESPA 1.529920 2 0.4654
R_RTS 1.050927 2 0.5913
R_NIFTY 1.015259 2 0.6019
R_SSE 1.892599 2 0.3882
All 4.741375 8 0.7848

Dependent variable: R_BOVESPA
R_SANDP 6.782240 2 0.0337*

R_RTS 0.730786 2 0.6939
R_NIFTY 0.259278 2 0.8784
R_SSE 1.663257 2 0.4353
All 10.11549 8 0.2570

Dependent variable: R_RTS
R_SANDP 5.878485 2 0.0529**

R_BOVESPA 13.53862 2 0.0011*

R_NIFTY 0.717530 2 0.6985
R_SSE 1.971415 2 0.3732
All 50.34129 8 0.0000*

Dependent variable: R_NIFTY
R_SANDP 21.76048 2 0.0000*

R_BOVESPA 0.761039 2 0.6835
R_RTS 0.670318 2 0.7152
R_SSE 5.310434 2 0.0703**

All 50.85669 8 0.0000*

Dependent variable: R_SSE
R_SANDP 14.65713 2 0.0007*

R_BOVESPA 0.437799 2 0.8034
R_RTS 2.047799 2 0.3592
R_NIFTY 1.622044 2 0.4444
All 33.49345 8 0.0001*

Source: Computed by the Authors.
* Reject null hypothesis of non Granger causality at the 5% significance level.
** Reject null hypothesis of non Granger causality at the 10% significance level; Significant values denote Granger causality or impact of respective

variable on dependent.
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the long run equilibrium relationship, when a shock is subjected to the error terms of other variables. But the response of the
Chinese equity market though positive remains somewhat transitory toward error shocks in other US-BRIC equity markets.
Table 16 reports VDA results highlighting a greater degree impact of the Brazilian equity market with respect to all other equity
markets since the US financial crisis. The contribution of the US equity market is also observed to be higher with respect to the
Russian, Indian and Chinese equity markets. However, the magnitude of the impact is lesser comparing to the Brazilian equity
market. Overall, we can say that ever since the US financial crisis, the Brazilian equity is found to be playing a significant role in
directing movements in other BRIC equity markets and in some sense the US equity market as well.

Lastly, we have tried to analyze short run linkages among the US-BRIC equitymarkets during the full sample period. Owing to
non-existenceof long runco-movementamong theUS-BRICequitymarketsduring the full sampleperiod,VARmodel is employed
toaccount for short rundynamic interactionsamong thevariables. Table 17 reportsVARmodel results. TheAICvalues support the
usageof sixdays laggedvalues in theVAR framework.All themarkets are significantly affectedby their ownpast values except the
Russianequitymarket. Itmaybe reportedas theefficiencyof theRussianequitymarket because thepast index returnsdonothave
a statistically significant impact on the current index returns. The saidmarket efficiency reflects past domestic information in the
asset prices. Two, four, five and six days’ lagged returns in the Brazilian equitymarket have a significant impact on the current US
equity index returns.Moreover, six and five days’ lagged returns in theRussian andChinese equitymarkets also have a significant
impact on theUS equitymarket returns at the 5 percent significance level respectively. Itmay be noted that the impact is negative
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Fig. 7 – Generalized impulse responses (Crisis Period).
Source: Computed by the Authors.
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Table 14 – VECM model results (Post-crisis period).

Parameters D(LogSandP) D(LogBovespa) D(LogRTS) D(LogNifty) D(LogSSE)

Error correction �0.020553* �0.025015* 0.007083 0.002913 0.010650
(0.00579) (0.00821) (0.00982) (0.00622) (0.00722)
[�3.54993] [�3.04769] [0.72100] [0.46856] [1.47446]

D(LOGSANDP(�1)) �0.129557* 0.000561 0.213177* 0.214278* 0.148796*

(0.03768) (0.05342) (0.06394) (0.04047) (0.04701)
[�3.43804] [0.01051] [3.33393] [5.29465] [3.16500]

D(LOGBOVESPA(�1)) 0.068125* �0.079471* 0.251457* 0.155860* 0.101875*

(0.02551) (0.03617) (0.04329) (0.02740) (0.03183)
[2.67030] [�2.19732] [5.80881] [5.68855] [3.20078]

D(LOGRTS(�1)) 0.005240 0.033372 �0.055507 �0.051755* 0.006640
(0.02124) (0.03011) (0.03603) (0.02281) (0.02649)
[0.24674] [1.10850] [�1.54040] [�2.26927] [0.25064]

D(LOGNIFTY(�1)) 0.007432 0.046763 �0.006628 �0.024150 �0.027735
(0.03013) (0.04271) (0.05112) (0.03235) (0.03758)
[0.24670] [1.09496] [�0.12966] [�0.74645] [�0.73796]

D(LOGSSE(�1)) 0.029409 0.029103 0.012356 �0.015442 �0.027895
(0.02475) (0.03508) (0.04199) (0.02658) (0.03087)
[1.18839] [0.82955] [0.29425] [�0.58101] [�0.90354]

Constant 0.000814* 4.01E�05 �0.000145 0.000447 �0.000213
(0.00032) (0.00045) (0.00054) (0.00034) (0.00040)
[2.55774] [0.08893] [�0.26751] [1.30753] [�0.53623]

Source: Computed by the Authors.
* Reject null hypothesis of insignificant impact at the 5% significance level.Standard errors in () & t-statistics in []; One day lagged values are

employed considering AIC values.

Table 13 – Variance decomposition analyses (Crisis period).

Period S.E. R_SANDP R_BOVESPA R_RTS R_NIFTY R_SSE

Variance decomposition of R_SANDP
1 2.138169 100.0000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
2 2.172897 99.66223 0.093085 0.097209 0.146989 0.000489
3 2.190616 99.01923 0.174716 0.197307 0.261455 0.347294
4 2.192082 98.94834 0.238589 0.199709 0.264051 0.349309
5 2.192639 98.91857 0.244381 0.199638 0.264670 0.372740

Variance decomposition of R_BOVESPA
1 3.073069 52.12545 47.87455 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
2 3.096919 51.35448 48.47848 0.045832 0.007111 0.114103
3 3.126176 50.45868 49.01983 0.095882 0.047460 0.378148
4 3.133344 50.59115 48.83899 0.127129 0.056160 0.386571
5 3.134162 50.57232 48.84963 0.132586 0.056239 0.389226

Variance decomposition of R_RTS
1 3.593329 24.76026 8.657404 65.84689 0.000000 0.735441
2 3.860722 31.67387 10.20919 57.04865 0.000104 1.068178
3 3.866637 31.79775 10.17810 56.89160 0.066307 1.066242
4 3.872237 31.71874 10.37089 56.72938 0.071442 1.109554
5 3.872453 31.71559 10.37497 56.72377 0.075887 1.109781

Variance decomposition of R_NIFTY
1 2.592562 14.29141 2.987390 5.756181 72.01156 4.953457
2 2.723158 19.55193 2.786070 5.529576 66.64819 5.484229
3 2.747195 19.51102 2.925774 5.585863 65.67643 6.300911
4 2.750786 19.57060 2.955304 5.574277 65.56684 6.332984
5 2.751223 19.57085 2.954409 5.574003 65.54602 6.354717

Variance decomposition of R_SSE
1 2.487032 0.064688 1.749734 0.000000 0.000000 98.18558
2 2.586548 6.751364 1.627273 0.290712 0.304738 91.02591
3 2.589749 6.834612 1.626982 0.303120 0.383538 90.85175
4 2.591640 6.924913 1.646521 0.317428 0.384141 90.72700
5 2.591694 6.925178 1.647942 0.317508 0.384251 90.72512

Ordering: US, Brazil, China, Russia, India.
Source: Computedby theAuthors; Table showscontributionof the respectivemarket shocks inexplaining forecastederrorvariations inanother.
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in nature, whereby an increase in one market causes another market to witness a downward phase. One and two days’ lagged
returns in the US equity market have a positive and statistically significant impact on the current Brazilian equity index returns.
Even three days’ lagged returns in the Indian equitymarket also have a significant impact on the Brazilian equitymarket returns.
The impact is negative in nature, whereby a 1 percent increase in the Indian equitymarket causes the Brazilian equity market to
witness around 0.05 percent decrease in the market returns. The rest of the BRIC equity markets are also influenced by one day
lagged returns in the US equitymarket. In case of the Russian equitymarket, even four, five and six days’ lagged returns in the US
equity market have a statistically significant impact on the current index returns at the 5 and 10 percent significance levels. One
and five days’ lagged returns in the Brazilian equity market also have a significant impact on the Russian equity market. The
impact is positive in nature,whereby a 1 percent increase in the lagged returns causes the Russianmarket to observe 0.28 and 0.13
percent increase in the market returns respectively. The Russian equity market is also influenced by one and three days’ lagged
returns in the Indian equity market, however, the said impact is negative in nature.

On a similar note, one and five days’ lagged returns in the Chinese equitymarket have a negative and significant impact on the
Russian equity market returns. Interestingly, the Indian equity market is influenced by up to four days’ lagged returns in the US
equitymarket, wherein the impact of one day lagged return is greater inmagnitude. One, two and five days’ lagged returns in the
Brazilian equity market also have a significant impact on the current Nifty index returns in positive terms. Even one day lagged
returns in the Russian and Chinese equity markets also have a negative impact on the Indian equity market returns. A 1 percent
decrease in the Russian and Chinese equity markets causes 0.03 and 0.04 percent increase in the Indian equity market returns
respectively.Oneand fourdays’ lagged returns in theBrazilian equitymarkethave a statistically significant positive impact on the
current Chinese market returns. Even four and three days’ lagged returns in the Russian and Indian equity markets have a
significant impact on the Chinese equity market returns respectively and that too with a similar magnitude of 0.04 percent.

Table 15 – Toda–Yamamoto’s Granger causality test (Post crisis period).

Excluded Chi-sq df Prob.

Dependent variable: LOGSANDP
LOGBOVESPA 5.087265 2 0.0786**

LOGRTS 2.184858 2 0.3354
LOGNIFTY 0.084420 2 0.9587
LOGSSE 2.253363 2 0.3241
All 9.842713 8 0.2762

Dependent variable: LOGBOVESPA
LOGSANDP 1.145501 2 0.5640
LOGRTS 0.463328 2 0.7932
LOGNIFTY 0.900578 2 0.6374
LOGSSE 0.908663 2 0.6349
All 5.847573 8 0.6643

Dependent variable: LOGRTS
LOGSANDP 12.94740 2 0.0015*

LOGBOVESPA 37.95706 2 0.0000*

LOGNIFTY 0.718417 2 0.6982
LOGSSE 1.144252 2 0.5643
All 89.62472 8 0.0000*

Dependent variable: LOGNIFTY
LOGSANDP 32.56882 2 0.0000*

LOGBOVESPA 35.92665 2 0.0000*

LOGRTS 9.251273 2 0.0098*

LOGSSE 0.676004 2 0.7132
All 123.5427 8 0.0000*

Dependent variable: LOGSSE
LOGSANDP 13.53158 2 0.0012*

LOGBOVESPA 11.30286 2 0.0035*

LOGRTS 2.468664 2 0.2910
LOGNIFTY 1.443385 2 0.4859
All 56.46843 8 0.0000*

Source: Computed by the Authors.
* Reject null hypothesis of non-Granger causality at the 5% significance level.
** Reject null hypothesis of non-Granger causality at the 10% significance level; Significant values denote Granger causality or impact of respective

variable on dependent.
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It is pertinent tomention that these dynamic interactions also exhibit stockmarket return spillovers across theUS-BRIC equity
markets during the full sample period. Table 18 reports Granger causality results. It is observed that there is a bi-directional
causality relationship running between the US-Brazilian and US-Russian equity markets. There is a feedback relationship in
existence among the said markets. On the other hand, there is uni-directional causality running from the Brazilian to Russian
equity market, Chinese market to Russian, US market to Indian, Brazilian market to Indian, US market to Chinese and Brazilian
market to Chinese market during the full sample period. The generalized impulse responses (Fig. 9) report that initially the
response of all themarkets is positive on the first day, however, the stimulated responses start approaching zero after two to three
days. This means that all of themarket shocks are transitory in nature, whereby the responses last for only two to three days. As
mentioned earlier, the Chinese equity market is found to be an independent market because the rest of the markets do not get
affected by the market shocks in the Chinese equity market in substantial terms. Moreover, the response of the Chinese equity
market toward one standard deviation shock in other equity markets remains marginal throughout the 10 days horizon. Similar
typesof results areobserved in the context ofVDAsduring the full sampleperiod like in thepre-crisis, crisis andpost-crisis periods
(Table 19). All the markets are largely influenced by their own market innovations rather than cross market innovations. On a
similar note, the Chinese equity market is found to be independent in the context of contribution of cross market shocks in its
forecasted error variations. The contribution of the Brazilian equity market is found to be greater as compared to the US equity
market in explaining forecasted error variances in the rest of the BRIC equitymarkets during the sample period. All themodels are
found to be adequate and consistent because the inverse roots of AR characteristic polynomial lie inside the circle with respect to
all the models. Moreover, the models also support non-existence of serial autocorrelation in the residuals derived from the
respective models.
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Fig. 8 – Generalized impulse responses (Post-Crisis Period).
Source: Computed by the Authors.
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Table 16 – Variance decomposition analyses (Post-crisis period).

Period S.E. LOGSANDP LOGBOVESPA LOGRTS LOGNIFTY LOGSSE

Variance decomposition of LOGSANDP
1 0.010738 68.09892 31.90108 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
2 0.014570 64.34106 35.49810 0.008677 0.006984 0.145187
3 0.017584 63.53559 36.20725 0.015696 0.013440 0.228029
4 0.020053 63.20526 36.44079 0.021043 0.019632 0.313267
5 0.022171 63.12988 36.41472 0.026320 0.026299 0.402779

Variance decomposition of LOGBOVESPA
1 0.015223 0.000000 100.0000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
2 0.020851 0.003435 99.69968 0.106189 0.066097 0.124596
3 0.025382 0.005443 99.60662 0.123994 0.084868 0.179072
4 0.029079 0.004294 99.50976 0.142324 0.102376 0.241245
5 0.032277 0.005597 99.41693 0.156584 0.117353 0.303536

Variance decomposition of LOGRTS
1 0.018220 11.24471 17.18964 69.62215 0.000000 1.943498
2 0.027487 12.80872 27.74371 57.76620 0.000929 1.680437
3 0.034254 12.95589 30.00640 55.30444 0.000996 1.732267
4 0.039924 13.08397 31.19985 53.97064 0.000894 1.744645
5 0.044868 13.13716 31.85491 53.24649 0.000892 1.760546

Variance decomposition of LOGNIFTY
1 0.011532 2.596838 8.834170 5.704876 79.52049 3.343628
2 0.017191 5.099775 18.80787 3.783852 69.82139 2.487114
3 0.021303 5.351930 20.60143 3.430397 68.16667 2.449573
4 0.024757 5.537964 21.56665 3.235433 67.24066 2.419293
5 0.027772 5.612489 22.04910 3.130129 66.78635 2.421932

Variance decomposition of LOGSSE
1 0.013396 0.236496 3.861806 0.000000 0.000000 95.90170
2 0.019219 1.222719 8.907281 1.01E�05 0.025803 89.84419
3 0.023676 1.408165 10.30931 0.001901 0.027078 88.25354
4 0.027421 1.546193 11.14863 0.002278 0.028884 87.27402
5 0.030712 1.634451 11.69004 0.002474 0.030271 86.64276

Ordering: Brazil, US, China, Russia, India.
Source: Computedby theAuthors;Table showscontributionof the respectivemarket shocks inexplaining forecastederrorvariations inanother.

Table 17 – VAR model results (Full sample period).

Parameters R_SANDP R_BOVESPA R_RTS R_NIFTY R_SSE

R_SANDP(�1) �0.111128* 0.120369* 0.274314* 0.305892* 0.211845*

(0.02773) (0.04341) (0.04901) (0.03650) (0.03803)
[�4.00776] [2.77309] [5.59711] [8.38116] [5.56979]

R_SANDP(�2) �0.034119 0.118157* 0.047611 0.147602* 0.028725
(0.02876) (0.04502) (0.05083) (0.03785) (0.03945)
[�1.18648] [2.62476] [0.93671] [3.89951] [0.72823]

R_SANDP(�3) 0.014575 �0.001827 0.034596 0.088239* �0.007837
(0.02894) (0.04531) (0.05116) (0.03810) (0.03970)
[0.50359] [�0.04032] [0.67628] [2.31622] [�0.19740]

R_SANDP(�4) 0.032633 �0.022903 0.114820* 0.082222* 0.022321
(0.02897) (0.04535) (0.05121) (0.03814) (0.03974)
[1.12634] [�0.50498] [2.24215] [2.15602] [0.56166]

R_SANDP(�5) �0.062721* �0.035116 �0.098182** �0.012282 �0.052545
(0.02889) (0.04522) (0.05106) (0.03803) (0.03963)
[�2.17108] [�0.77649] [�1.92281] [�0.32298] [�1.32598]

R_SANDP(�6) �0.005403 �0.021049 �0.090069** �0.022834 �0.004656
(0.02806) (0.04393) (0.04960) (0.03693) (0.03849)
[�0.19254] [�0.47920] [�1.81606] [�0.61825] [�0.12097]

R_BOVESPA(�1) �0.004816 �0.105964* 0.283732* 0.105611* 0.053319*

(0.01804) (0.02824) (0.03188) (0.02374) (0.02474)
[�0.26699] [�3.75264] [8.89926] [4.44810] [2.15492]
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Table 17 (continued)

Parameters R_SANDP R_BOVESPA R_RTS R_NIFTY R_SSE

R_BOVESPA(�2) �0.038889* �0.119419* 0.045684 0.046604** 0.005389
(0.01861) (0.02913) (0.03289) (0.02449) (0.02552)
[�2.08986] [�4.09954] [1.38898] [1.90270] [0.21114]

R_BOVESPA(�3) �0.014826 �0.050500** 0.033001 0.017977 0.017404
(0.01869) (0.02926) (0.03304) (0.02461) (0.02564)
[�0.79313] [�1.72573] [0.99880] [0.73061] [0.67876]

R_BOVESPA(�4) �0.034008** �0.048822** �0.008528 0.001655 0.061599*

(0.01864) (0.02918) (0.03295) (0.02454) (0.02557)
[�1.82424] [�1.67296] [�0.25882] [0.06743] [2.40888]

R_BOVESPA(�5) 0.050135* 0.009240 0.135658* 0.095568* 0.027784
(0.01856) (0.02906) (0.03281) (0.02443) (0.02546)
[2.70104] [0.31802] [4.13502] [3.91168] [1.09125]

R_BOVESPA(�6) �0.053583* �0.014712 0.051572 0.037433 0.037766
(0.01845) (0.02889) (0.03262) (0.02429) (0.02531)
[�2.90362] [�0.50930] [1.58114] [1.54111] [1.49196]

R_RTS(�1) 0.012076 �0.003860 �0.018096 �0.035600** �0.020796
(0.01414) (0.02213) (0.02499) (0.01861) (0.01939)
[0.85419] [�0.17440] [�0.72418] [�1.91312] [�1.07238]

R_RTS(�2) 0.004288 0.008206 �0.030247 0.004848 �0.000575
(0.01412) (0.02210) (0.02496) (0.01858) (0.01937)
[0.30373] [0.37128] [�1.21203] [0.26085] [�0.02969]

R_RTS(�3) 0.012311 0.021244 0.002992 �0.021703 �0.020212
(0.01411) (0.02208) (0.02493) (0.01857) (0.01935)
[0.87275] [0.96209] [0.12001] [�1.16890] [�1.04464]

R_RTS(�4) 0.013328 0.029899 �0.027905 0.014632 0.042359*

(0.01410) (0.02206) (0.02491) (0.01855) (0.01933)
[0.94557] [1.35506] [�1.12009] [0.78869] [2.19089]

R_RTS(�5) 0.017861 0.011473 �0.000468 �0.000871 0.024910
(0.01409) (0.02206) (0.02491) (0.01855) (0.01933)
[1.26751] [0.52012] [�0.01878] [�0.04694] [1.28874]

R_RTS(�6) �0.040756* �0.016654 �0.036957 �0.005376 �0.005600
(0.01335) (0.02089) (0.02359) (0.01757) (0.01831)
[�3.05385] [�0.79716] [�1.56670] [�0.30604] [�0.30590]

R_NIFTY(�1) �0.008834 0.010916 �0.051991** �0.103521* 0.013759
(0.01768) (0.02767) (0.03125) (0.02327) (0.02425)
[�0.49972] [0.39445] [�1.66390] [�4.44885] [0.56739]

R_NIFTY(�2) 0.016927 �0.003457 �0.006893 �0.089422* �0.012160
(0.01772) (0.02774) (0.03132) (0.02332) (0.02431)
[0.95525] [�0.12461] [�0.22009] [�3.83386] [�0.50029]

R_NIFTY(�3) �0.022680 �0.050766** �0.072705* �0.013377 0.041480**

(0.01777) (0.02781) (0.03140) (0.02338) (0.02437)
[�1.27668] [�1.82549] [�2.31545] [�0.57209] [1.70222]

R_NIFTY(�4) �0.016411 0.001235 �0.017658 �0.032434 �0.023575
(0.01778) (0.02783) (0.03142) (0.02340) (0.02438)
[�0.92319] [0.04437] [�0.56202] [�1.38621] [�0.96686]

R_NIFTY(�5) 0.015815 0.030764 �0.018225 �0.053764* 0.002671
(0.01760) (0.02755) (0.03111) (0.02317) (0.02414)
[0.89855] [1.11657] [�0.58582] [�2.32067] [0.11065]

R_NIFTY(�6) 0.026414 0.034723 0.029553 �0.004942 0.029890
(0.01734) (0.02714) (0.03065) (0.02282) (0.02378)
[1.52333] [1.27924] [0.96428] [�0.21651] [1.25668]

R_SSE(�1) 0.013349 0.030069 �0.059028* �0.045333* �0.006033
(0.01559) (0.02440) (0.02755) (0.02052) (0.02138)
[0.85634] [1.23225] [�2.14240] [�2.20940] [�0.28214]

R_SSE(�2) �0.003498 �0.002164 0.027387 0.033552 0.002911
(0.01562) (0.02444) (0.02760) (0.02055) (0.02142)
[�0.22398] [�0.08853] [0.99229] [1.63240] [0.13592]

R_SSE(�3) 0.008501 0.013223 0.027937 �0.002956 0.050825*

(0.01555) (0.02434) (0.02748) (0.02047) (0.02133)
[0.54672] [0.54326] [1.01656] [�0.14444] [2.38303]

R_SSE(�4) �0.008916 �0.009450 0.034168 0.003714 �0.032914
(0.01549) (0.02425) (0.02738) (0.02039) (0.02125)
[�0.57546] [�0.38964] [1.24774] [0.18214] [�1.54878]

(continued on next page)
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Table 18 – Granger causality results (Full sample period).

Excluded Chi-sq df Prob.

Dependent variable: R_SANDP
R_BOVESPA 26.86791 6 0.0002*

R_RTS 13.31943 6 0.0382*

R_NIFTY 7.398753 6 0.2855
R_SSE 8.887657 6 0.1800
All 55.63068 24 0.0003*

Dependent variable: R_BOVESPA
R_SANDP 13.47792 6 0.0360*

R_RTS 3.795313 6 0.7044
R_NIFTY 6.523983 6 0.3671
R_SSE 4.856893 6 0.5623
All 29.77274 24 0.1924

Dependent variable: R_RTS
R_SANDP 45.08672 6 0.0000*

R_BOVESPA 96.56838 6 0.0000*

R_NIFTY 8.922527 6 0.1780
R_SSE 18.61911 6 0.0049*

All 282.1722 24 0.0000*

Dependent variable: R_NIFTY
R_SANDP 81.48391 6 0.0000*

R_BOVESPA 36.63886 6 0.0000*

R_RTS 5.691893 6 0.4586
R_SSE 8.632326 6 0.1953
All 247.7881 24 0.0000*

Dependent variable: R_SSE
R_SANDP 33.72710 6 0.0000*

R_BOVESPA 11.60128 6 0.0715**

R_RTS 8.976831 6 0.1749
R_NIFTY 6.581361 6 0.3613
All 131.4271 24 0.0000*

Source: Computed by the Authors.
* Reject null hypothesis of non-Granger causality at the 5% significance level.
** Reject null hypothesis of non-Granger causality at the 10% significance level; Significant values denote Granger causality or impact of respective

variable on dependent.

Table 17 (continued)

Parameters R_SANDP R_BOVESPA R_RTS R_NIFTY R_SSE

R_SSE(�5) �0.033904* �0.028483 �0.085484* �0.023977 �0.043029*

(0.01551) (0.02428) (0.02741) (0.02041) (0.02127)
[�2.18608] [�1.17322] [�3.11846] [�1.17457] [�2.02265]

R_SSE(�6) 0.024436 0.029039 0.033706 �0.005189 �0.020813
(0.01546) (0.02421) (0.02733) (0.02035) (0.02121)
[1.58016] [1.19960] [1.23317] [�0.25495] [�0.98120]

Constant 0.032467 0.040754 0.006316 0.057343** 0.007002
(0.02595) (0.04062) (0.04586) (0.03416) (0.03559)
[1.25120] [1.00329] [0.13771] [1.67892] [0.19671]

Source: Computed by the Authors; R stands for index returns.
* Reject null hypothesis of insignificant impact at the 5% significance level.
** Reject null hypothesis of insignificant impact at the 10% significance level; Standard errors in () & t-statistics in [].
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Further,we employDiebold andYilmaz’s (2011) total spillover index in order to capture gross return spillover effects across the
US-BRICequitymarkets.UnderDieboldandYilmaz’s (2011) generalized framework, theVARequationsaremodeled foreachof the
US-BRIC equity market returns to come out with a total spillover index ascertaining total contribution of the shocks on an asset
arising from the contribution of all other markets using forecast error variance decompositions. Accordingly, we can construct a
total return spillover index over all the markets sums to N:

SgðHÞ ¼

PN
i; j ¼ 1
i 6¼ j

u�g
ij ðHÞ

N
� 100 (9)

whereu�g
ij ðHÞ representsH-step-ahead forecast error variancedecompositions forH=1,2. Fig. 10 is thegraphical presentationof the

spillover index across the years 2004–2014.

The index reflects time-varying5 gross spillover effects between the US-BRIC equity markets, highlighting varying market
integration phenomenon in existence. During the Lehman Brother’ episode, the spillover index witnessed a sudden spike,
thereby reporting magnified spillover effects between the said markets; supporting earlier results. It also increased during the
Euro-zone sovereign debt crisis in the year 2011. The index also reflects falling return spillover effects between the US-BRIC
equity markets, ever since the Euro-zone financial crisis. This means that the markets are largely driven by their respective
domestic events.

Table 19 – Variance decomposition Analyses (Full Sample Period).

Period S.E. R_SANDP R_BOVESPA R_RTS R_NIFTY R_SSE

Variance decomposition of R_SANDP
1 1.245586 59.12870 40.87130 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
2 1.253345 59.07903 40.85222 0.030749 0.010721 0.027283
3 1.255784 58.86031 41.01481 0.039023 0.056641 0.029213
4 1.256610 58.80554 40.96459 0.047028 0.151305 0.031533
5 1.257513 58.76181 40.95111 0.064874 0.176334 0.045872
Variance decomposition of R_BOVESPA
1 1.949858 0.000000 100.0000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
2 1.956637 0.343439 99.57713 0.000146 0.006717 0.072567
3 1.963162 0.597443 99.31449 0.005387 0.008819 0.073859
4 1.967365 0.635401 99.10980 0.021879 0.157389 0.075532
5 1.969449 0.651453 98.99736 0.106226 0.165380 0.079578
Variance decomposition of R_RTS
1 2.201580 4.085419 20.86976 75.04482 0.000000 0.000000
2 2.331358 4.759465 27.91101 67.00162 0.107322 0.220580
3 2.332830 4.753818 27.87579 66.94559 0.107206 0.317596
4 2.335178 4.768253 27.82780 66.81194 0.257903 0.334111
5 2.337861 4.861497 27.76618 66.67647 0.300216 0.395639
Variance decomposition of R_NIFTY
1 1.639512 1.542746 10.99466 5.733818 80.28300 1.445779
2 1.708973 3.694782 14.22977 5.743807 74.68131 1.650328
3 1.716338 3.786098 14.24040 5.694966 74.49927 1.779269
4 1.717287 3.856656 14.22480 5.716743 74.42300 1.778797
5 1.719315 3.952233 14.19295 5.738880 74.34122 1.774717
Variance decomposition of R_SSE
1 1.708560 0.048252 1.993854 1.121009 0.000000 96.83689
2 1.739545 1.324872 4.119215 1.122730 0.013500 93.41968
3 1.739729 1.325831 4.120777 1.122503 0.027225 93.40366
4 1.743612 1.324480 4.109331 1.119126 0.171978 93.27508
5 1.755216 1.410551 4.941777 1.237545 0.239832 92.17029

Ordering: Brazil, US, Russia, China, India.
Source: Computedby theAuthors; Table showscontributionof the respectivemarket shocks inexplaining forecastederrorvariations inanother.

5

In order to incorporate time-varying aspect in total return spillover, rolling window estimation i.e., 200 days with 10 days ahead
variances is done across the period 2004–2014.
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Fig. 9 – Generalized impulse responses (Full Sample Period).
Source: Computed by the Authors.
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Fig. 10 – Total return spillover index.
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6. Concluding remarks

The US and BRIC economies are sharing increasing trade as well as financial linkages since the last decade. According to the IMF
data, the Brazilian market is becoming an important export destination for the US economy, whereas, on the other hand, India’s
share in the United State’s overall imports is substantially increasing since the last 15 years (2000–2014). The percentage
contribution of the US-BRIC economies to overall cross border trade numbers is increasing over the years. The US market is
becoming an important export destination for the respective BRICmarkets. The contributionof theChinese economy is quite high
andsignificant incomparison toothers.Considering thesestrongandever increasing trade linkages, thepresent studyattempts to
capture dynamic interactions between the US and BRIC equitymarkets during different time frames. According to unconditional
correlation coefficients, the Indian equity market is found to be a segmented or independent market ever since the crisis period,
amongst the BRIC economies. This finding is partially consistent with Singh and Singh (2016), whereby the authors also reported
reaffirmation of decoupling hypothesis with respect to Indian market since the financial crisis.

Generally, the dynamic interactions can be demarcated into two different categories depending on their time horizons, i.e.
short run and long run. The long run interactions are captured through Johansen cointegration and vector error correctionmodel
(VECM) models; whereas on the other hand, the short run interactions are generated out of long run interactions among the
underlying markets. The vector autoregression (VAR) model is employed to account for short run interactions among the said
markets. Overall, the results report that all themarkets are generally drivenby their ownmarket innovations. There is long run co-
movement and causality relationship between the US and BRIC equitymarkets during the pre-crisis and post-crisis periods only.
The results relating to the pre-crisis period are compatible with the findings of Chittedi (2009), whereby the author also reported
existenceof cointegratingvectors among the saidmarkets considering the timeperiodup till 2008. There isnosignificant evidence
of the existence of common stochastic trends among the US-BRICmarkets during the crisis and full sample periods. This further
supports long run investment benefits for the international investors.

During the pre-crisis period, the Brazilian andRussianmarketswere following an independent dominant trend in the long run,
whereby the US equity market was acting as a restoring agent toward long run equilibrium path in the event of any short run
deviation.Around4percent of thedisequilibriumadjustmentsused to take place in onedayand rest in the comingdays.However,
during the post crisis period, only the US and Brazilian equitymarkets are found to be affected by the other equitymarkets in the
long run. Around 2 percent of the adjustments take place in one day in the event of any disequilibrium, whereby the US and
Brazilian are the onlymarkets acting as restoring agents during this period. A possible reason for this long run co-movement after
the financial crisis could be increasing equity investments in emergingmarkets in the wake of interest rate differentials and risk
premiums. This phenomenon further requires the existence of positive risk and return relationship in the respective US-BRIC
equity markets thereby justifying the investments made by the investors in the long run.

The results relating to the short run dynamics report that there is only uni-directional causality running from one market to
another during pre-crisis, crisis and post-crisis periods. However, for the full sample period, bi-directional causality elements are
also observed between theUS-Brazilian andUS-Russianmarkets. Themarket responses are largely transitory in nature, decaying
after a few days during the crisis and full sample periods in the context of non-cointegrated variables. During the pre-crisis and
post-crisis periods, the stimulated impulse responses generally highlight a substantial shift in the long run equilibrium
relationship in the event of any market shock. Expectedly, there is uni-directional causality running from the US to BRIC equity
marketsduring the crisis period.However, theChinese equitymarket is found tobe independent, drivenby its ownmarket shocks.
These findings are critically important for the portfoliomanagers in their attempt of analyzing predictive power of onemarket in
explainingmovements in another. Overall, the results report changingmarket dynamics and partial integration across the years
2004–2014. So, there are short run portfolio diversification benefits available to the international investors. The impact of the US
market on other BRIC equitymarkets is quite obvious during the crisis period, however, ever since the financial crisis, both theUS
and Brazilianmarkets are exerting stronger dynamic influence on other BRIC equitymarkets. It may be due to a greater degree of
co-movement recorded between the US and Brazilian equity markets per se (Aloui, Ben Aissa, & Nguyen, 2011).

Wang andWang (2010) asserted that the extent of influence of the developedmarket is associatedwith the degree of openness
of the domestic economies. So, the results relating to the Chinese equity market are due to its relative closed economic system.
Increasing foreign financial flows primarily act as transmitting agents, channelizing financial shocks from one economy to
another; so, studies relating to long run and short run dynamic interactions among the integrated economies hold an important
place for the portfolio managers as well as policy makers. Typically, there are two types of market participants: traders and
investors,whereby traders aremost of the time interested in understanding short rundynamic interactions between the different
market segmentations aswell as across different nations in order to enjoy arbitrage opportunities.Whereas, investors are usually
interested in comprehending long run portfolio related advantages while accounting for common stochastic linkages. In this
regard, the existing lead-lag relationships may clearly channelize the expected moves in the domestic economies thereby
supporting overall financial system.

Another important aspect is the existence of country or industry based effects at the time of asset allocations across
international boundaries. Voluminous literature supports the existence of industry based effects at the time of portfolio
constructions owing to augmenting integrated market structures. For instance, European Union (EU), Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN), etc., are greatly adding up to the concept ofmarket integration. However, BRIC is a geopolitical economic
bloc, wherein all the nations are still heterogeneous due to their diverse economic fundamentals. Consequently, country based
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effects, likemonetaryand fiscal stances, political ideologies, growth rates, etc.,matter a lot at the timeof asset allocationdecisions
and short-long causal linkages thereon. Moreover, different monetary policy initiatives are also undertaken considering the co-
movement and dynamic interactions among the underlying markets due to international transmission of the shocks through
equity markets and confidence levels (Berben & Jansen, 2005).

These linkages furtherhighlight the roleofdomestic investors and fiscal policiesagainst adverse crossmarketdynamics. So, an
understanding of long runaswell as short run causal relationships is of paramount interest. As a future scopeof study, integration
andmarket linkages among BRIC and other developed equitymarkets like, the UK, Japan, EU nations or emergingmarkets can be
undertaken. Additionally, South African equity market should also be included in the future studies; possibly a limitation of the
present study.
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